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I was sober for an hour now i m roll

Photo courtesy of Alison Scarpoola Carder Stout, The Doctor Lost in Amazon's Ghost Town, $12 If you or someone close to you has ever been treated for addiction or been on Alcoholics Anonymous (or any of the anonymouses), you know two things: first, how hard it can be. And second, how hard it can be to be sober. Trebriets are more than the initial detoxification period;
hunger, substance or behaviour, we stick. That's why it takes time to develop a set of skills to combat them, says Carder Sout, Ph.D., a los Angeles psychologist who has had his own addictions. In his new memoir Lost in the Ghost Town, Sout shares his story: how his privileged beginning gave way to cocaine, then a drug addict, then a gangster affiliation, and then his own
bottom. The story of Sout's addiction is a reminder of how easy it is to dig into a hole, and how difficult it can be to climb backwards — as many times as necessary. Sout has written about addiction abuse before (see Why We're All Addicted and Call It Quits), but this time, he speaks from a deeply personal point of view, mapping his experience with addiction and soberly from his
bottom to recover to what ultimately really works. Standing on Sober by carder Stout, PhD my own rock bottom looked like this: I lay on a cold cement floor in a cell in Albuquerque. I had just been arrested for my second DCI in a year, and after a few short hours, my eight-year-old nephew, who had flown alone for the first time, would arrive at the airport to spend a week with me. I
had to call his mother to get his phone so she knew I couldn't take him. She thought I was joking and laughing and then I started crying. I was thinking about taking my own life this morning. We have become so accustomed to the patterns of our lives that it usually takes a psychological earthquake to move us towards healing. My worst moment was the worst of my life, but also
the ball rolled. And I wasn't alone, and I wasn't alone, and I wasn't alone, many addicts arrive in treatment or alcoholics Anonymous only after hitting rock bottom: having lost their marriages, their children, their homes, their jobs, their freedom, or their minds. If you are trying to sober yourself up and have not yet reached the bottom, this may be the reason you have problems; for
many, underseing is vital for the successful pursuit of a new way of life. When the pain becomes too overwhelming, we tend to do something about it. In my case, soon after, I was sober - really sober. Thirteen years later, I remember that day vividly. Something's changed in me. The pain was too much to deal with. I couldn't hurt myself anymore, so... to change. But first you have
to ask yourself this question: Am I a drug addict? When diagnosing substance-related disorders, I rely on three main criteria: 1.Are you obsessed with drugs in a way that affects your life? Is it an obsession alleviated only when taking a drink or engaging with your drug choice? 2.In face potentially severe consequences, do you drink or use drugs? If you feel compelled to use
substances when you know you shouldn't – like the night before an interview, or when you know we're going to get behind the wheel, or when it forces you to sleep when you've promised to take the kids to the beach – then you can be a substance supporter. 3.When you start taking the substance, do you have a difficult time stopping? If you always want to have another one, are
consistently the last person to leave the country, or find that you just can't stop, then maybe it's time to get sober. If you find yourself answering yes to any of these questions, then you may qualify as addicted and maybe it's time to get help. But keep this in mind: If sober was easy, anyone would. I've worked with hundreds of addicts in my career as a psychologist. The majority of
them have been repeated more than once. The long-term success rate is less than 10 percent in all countries. Relapse is part of the whole equation. Indeed, relapse is a learning experience – which can be useful for identifying strategies that do not work for a particular patient. When someone shows up again, I tell them not to worry about him and stick his boots a little tighter this
time. Relapse usually comes when addicts take matters into their own hands and go back to the old models. A recently sober person should not meet friends in a bar or go to a party where there is drugs and alcohol. This is a common mistake: people think they can behave in a normal way, but to change their lives, they can't. When I was in the early stages of recovery, I was
mostly sober people, and if I went social, I brought a sober friend for security. After all, for a recovering addict, where and with whom you spend time can be the difference between life or death. One of the hardest parts of early soberness is finding the right kind of support. Treatment facilities across the country profess long-term soberness in high values, but it's just marketing. I'm
not saying the treatment is bad or that it's going to recover is a negative experience. It is an isolated place to dry and take a breath before returning to life, but in most cases, the treatment only does not keep people sober. Many hospitals release patients without effective postcare plans other than go to AA appointments and just say no. The fact remains that sober is the hardest
thing to achieve for addicts – perhaps secondly, just to tell the truth about it. Many recovering addicts, they claim to be sober, do not tell the whole story. Addiction is secrecy and deception; it hides shame and protects the ongoing efforts to hang. One of the main dogs. I agree with that theory. I've found that telling the truth, however hard it may be, helps tremendously. When we
lie, we respect each other. Self-esteem is vital to healing. We need to feel good about protecting ourselves from our addictions. For those in early recovery, AA also provides a community of like-for-like people to serve as supports and guides. Most junkies isolate yourself. Most of us have to get out of solitude to step forward. They didn't meet AA, who kept me sober, and after the
meetings: french fries and milkshakes at a late-night dinner on Los Angeles' Westside surrounded by colorful people. It felt good to make friends again and laugh with people who have gone through similar experiences. For me, it was a place to go when there was nowhere else and people to talk to when I didn't have anyone else. Even if you think AA won't help you – if you're
dissuaded by the idea of twelve steps or if you have a problem with the word god, my advice is still to check it out, not for coffee and doughnuts, but for people. If you decide that twelve-step programs aren't your bag, make sure you find support elsewhere. Spend time with healthy people engaged in activities that do not involve substances. Find a therapist who can help you
navigate these dangerous waters. Rely on family and good friends, and never try to do it yourself. In my case, bleeding my teeth and moving away from my addiction was no longer an option. I've tried it many times, and I've failed. For many, religion works. I had grown up episcopal and had sat on a church sprout at the head of my entire childhood, and I never felt connected to it.
Religion wasn't for me. Many recovering addicts feel the same way. But I found that connecting with a strong and personal belief system outside of religion was crucial to my recovery and soberness. Your intelligence, money or success does not matter; without any spirituality, your addiction will always prevail. Spirituality can be almost anything. Many people find it in the most
obvious places – if they are looking. It can be found through a loving relationship with a friend, partner, brother or sister, or with himself. It can be revealed in literature, film, poetry or good conversation. You can appear on a hike in the mountains, a walk on the beach, a hot tub or a song on the radio. Spirituality is all that connects us to the soul— the deepest and most loving part of
you. Many addicts find this place when they take the time to help others. Look for a spiritual being within you and remember that you are perfect and full and full of kindness. We tend to we forget these truths when we are in the thrill of addiction. Staying sober requires hard work and perseverance and you may find you need your own specific formula. The ingredients of mine:
spirituality, therapy, prayer, meditation, beach with my dog, endless hours of laughter with my children, good friends, my wife's love and a vocation that fulfills me. When you find yours, do more than them. It is absolutely possible to find your way again. Don't give up, don't give up. your life is just beginning. Carder Staut is a Los Angeles-based psychologist and therapist with a
private practice in Brentwood, where he treats clients for anxiety, depression, addiction and trauma. As a relationship specialist, he is smart at helping clients become more trusting to themselves and their partners. We hope you enjoy the products recommended here. Our goal is only to offer things that we love and think you could. We also like transparency, so full disclosure: We
may collect a share of sales or other compensation if you purchase through the external links on this page. Denes McIntosh lyrics (alphabetical for your convenience.) In the morning, clinging to the promise that it was a new dayfor the purpose of the glory of the son Blessings, it seemed to be the sacred reasons why my Jesus poured out his precious love upon all. The silence of
the summer sky somehow serves to remind me of the miracle of a god overseed and a quiet country helps to make me realize the time I spend in the comfort of his love. And I will praise you, the Lord, praise you forever, and rejoice you, worship you wherever I have stepped, sing and cry out your glory, lift you up my heart, lift my heart before you, and look at you myself.
Yesterday came and gone, tomorrow in the world of fattening, and today I live freely in his graceMist for the moment when I will see his kind, love and look at his bright and shining faceRadto that only Jesus gives to increase when I walk a little longer be side by his side. And the blessings he gives Me are the things he has wanted to give for a while. Choir: So many days and
nights I have spent miracles that I have seen represented myself by my Lord for my flock. So many ways life has lent him that it's guiding light to prevent my feet from falling off the hard rock Luba can't be measured by the limits of the pleasure we've found to be part of love within But goes beyond the strongest understanding of the most love feelings we could ever hope to have
for Anthem Day CandleDenes McIntoshRumble , shakin's ground again. I'm trying to get better. It was quiet after the rain, approaching the end of the day. What do you see out there? Can you read the rising tide? It's always peaceful under it. the wind blows the sea, beyond the reach of the sky. Choir: Beyond the vision of mortals, there is a place to rest from time to time. It can't
be found in this heartless world, there's no earthly address. You can't see it with the naked eye, there's no reason or rhyme. Some people call it paradise, I call it flying. Beyond the vision of broken people, behind the mask of despair. The lone candle burns brightly again like angels dancing on air. Problem, you won't find me again, I won't stumble or fall. You can throw the world at
my door, but I won't be home when you call. Choir: Beyond the vision of mortals, there is a place to rest from time to time. It can't be found in this heartless world, there's no earthly address. You can't see it with the naked eye, there's no reason or rhyme. Some people call it paradise, I call it flying. Beyond the vision of broken men, behind the mask of despair, the Lonely Candle,
which again burns brightly like angels dancing on air facing My WildDens McIntosh, I knew you in the neighborhood that threatened to take my life. You tried to make me think I was going to die that night. On its own front, the Porsche got up so late that it hit me in the door and spat in my face. You hit me in the door and then you spit in my face. I knew you in the neighborhood, but
you weren't my friend, just another gang of bandits from the land of the living dead. With your predatory character dragging me for my easy killing, which shakes me like a bad disease against my will. Yes, I am surrounded as a bad disease, against my will. Hor: Get out, I don't want to play with you. I don't want to play with you. I don't want to play with you. I don't like the way you
play. I knew you in the neighborhood because I don't know you very well. I saw you peeing on the wall to mark your place in hell. You tried to break down my door like the devil you set up in my house to tell me you'd come back. You my house just to tell me you'd come back. He can't hurt you anymore. The dogs are extinct with the dinosaurs. The snakes have taken to their den,
the demon will not rise again. He can't hurt you anymore. You've been at war. All the enemies have come home to clean their weapons and repair their bones. He can't hurt you anymore. The wounds will heal now. You've watched hate eat up after you've been dealt the cards. You survived. You're alive again today. You've got all the aces. He can't hurt you anymore. You went
through the revolving door. He escaped from the trap they set and came back stronger. You survived. You're alive again today. You've got all the aces. You're alive again today. You've got all the aces. American BoyDenes McIntoshChorus: The night is darker even than it looks if you I'd rather get my freedom than your water. Your American entered the Camels of your camels
and your girlfriend hid your friends in the backs of the Americans, but it doesn't matter where you're going never to look at the map. The American boy didn't get enough money in the machine, and you're going to leave fast, and you're going to get some food for the cheese trullo, double fries, and you're gone. People: An American boy, a microbiotic in the bar with your favorite
movies on the video. The American boy, who continues to deal with debt, gets out of all your troubles in Internet.Chorus:American boy, you say Life is dragging and you'll feel better with a $20 bag. The American who lives for today won't have to worry tomorrow. People, the American Son doesn't have to involve all the homeless to take into account the problems that are solved so
they don't send you a check that you won't live on the street. Ami SongDenes McIntoshJust a little New York little from the New York girl from the West Coast, as you would call a rather quiet beauty as a rare and priceless pearl. We met at a party on the back porch, she had hippies, she was looking at me with beads, we had an intellectual speech, I liked how she rose above the
other women on the porch. I.e. you have to get to know my son, half my age and twice as much fun. Honey, you need to hear the boy sing your heart like steel and an ear like a ring. Her laughter echoed through the backyard, which she knew was moving around this social scene, not painted or pretentiously shoe-up, but she was a woman... ...and she was a woman. if you know
what I mean. If I was 25 years younger, maybe 20, I dare say that 15 years would have invited her for a trick, a bite to eat, a cappuccino in Cool Bob.Hor: Darlene, you should know that my son is half his age and twice as fun. Honey, you need to hear the boy sing your heart like steel and an ear like a ring. The ancient Melotani Mackintosh, who needed a song, know that fire needs
a spark. If you listened to me sing your song, I'd bring you a smile, honey, which I'il bring you, if you listen to you play the day you come back, It looks like you're very quiet here, these living memories bring a quiet tear that I can't take, I can't take the cold chick, there's nothing I wouldn't do to bring you back. Listen..... I'd build you a castle with my own hands, cut the stone baby,
and dig up the sand to paint your sky, and as long as the earth isn't anything I wouldn't do to bring you back, there's nothing I can't do to get you back. Angelas McIntosh's Garden Rises, Grass Dries dawn greets my tired eyes The cold left me, the dark is goneWill have time to sleep again when midnight comes. Daylight, as in the evening fadesA last impression of another dayE
not leave a mark on this sacred land Do not leave a shadow, do not leave sound. You've always made friends with the good until the very end. That's how it always goes, it's always been, while Angela's garden grows as much as you can. We walk a common path, we sing the same songLife is so short for some, for some it's long It's not the years we have, it's not the days It's not
how long we live, it's the way. That's how you always make friends and lose that you're good, that's how it always goes, that's always been the case as Angela's garden grows. The atheist's dilemma is MackintoshFog, settling in the valley under the crown of the glorious mountains, which can make a man regret his past. Every lumber story tells a story about the years before I had
any hope that the morning would not be my last. The tops can't reach higher than celestial designersThe best designer I don't know for anything better than lying under her breasts. Choir: This is the atheist's dilemma just allowing them to try to tell about their beauty that this beauty has come to be from some explosion over the moon. I guess the Mona Lisa was created by some
freak who drank too much while painting around the room. The pyramids of Egyptjust appeared in sunny no one really had to cut off the stones to make them. Dylan didn't write Blow In the Wind one night, the song just was written while standing naked. The wind whispers gently in my body, the pleasure it has brought me can never be denied. The sun warms my soul like an old
friend coming from the cold from the inside. Choir: Talk:Sitting alone at the top of the mountain. I'm thinking about the good things we have. The friends we found, I wonder why we're coming down, why we're lying, why we're complaining about our lives. Why can't we lie... ...but we can't lie? Like a rock in the mountains... ... Like a rock in the mountains. Before he was on TimeDay,
Mackintosh was whispering, like the wind we all want to live in. The breath of life kissed her even before her lover knew I would miss hers, who was born to live. Choir: She was a friend of the mine, she's gone before time. Laughter like a bubbling spring like the mornings, as I had never seen it come and go before the bear: She was a friend of the mine, she was gone before time.
And if you see it, when you get to the other side, I need it, I can't do it right. And if you see her, when you get to the other side, I'il leave my yellow. Night. Choir: She was a friend of the mine, she's gone before time. Before you know my name, Dennis Mackintosh, to be alone, I can see beyond the dreams I had fun with. Being alive healing from within can be as strong as the North
Sea in floating rain, in moving rain. Being together when we've both been through random lovers, hurting each other and sharing the blame. We came to share the blame. What were we going to do? We were so young. You were spinning me before you knew my name. Before you know my name. It's not going to be okay, it's not right, and we've both moved from dusk to dawn like
getting a divorce. But if you don't like life, then look back. Honey, just curl up. Beyond our ReachDenes McIntoshRugged like the shores of Coyote Creek.Where the gold lies behind us. Where snakes roll up quickly to strike, as we blindly pass. Barren as white desert sandWhere the sun beats the hot above the ground. Cooling shade can not findWater flows too deep underground.
Choir: Sometimes faith is out of our reach, and life becomes difficult to deal with. No guide pointing the way, no light, no candle. Hungry like a devastated deer when hope is gone. The cougar stalks the weakened doe and hooks it to the throat. Choir: Sometimes faith is out of our reach, and life becomes difficult to deal with. No guide pointing the way, no light, no candle.
Sometimes faith is beyond our means, and life becomes difficult to deal with. But somehow we will find our wayYou will be my light, I will be your candle. Somehow we will find our wayYou will be my light, I will be your candle. Blow AwayNay MackintoshTime I feel like I am striking my foundations, which rotate from the storms of the day But I look at Jesus and hear Him say I have
provided a way. Hore: But you know you have to come to me I know you often want to run away from breaking the deficit, but you know I'll always love you, you know I'll always love you. Sometimes I run like the wind on the seashore from someone I want to be or float like a bird in the breeze to swamp the words the Master will utter. Choir: Brilliant shadowsDens
MackintoshBriliant shadow that fades you as they fade. On the last afternoon in the vanishing shadow. Brilliantly the shadows that reflected you at the door. Waiting still under the moon at the end of the day. Choir: The day is like a passing ship on a huge horizon that quickly fades. The sun is gone, the night is here, but the darkness is bright and the sky is clear. Brilliantly, the
shadows discuss me in the yard. With an obscure familiar presencelike roses in the garden. Choir: Canvas different colorsDens MackintoshUnlight dances in his eyes like the moon on Come to the place next to me, to hide it at my feet, where it will stay. Choir: We'll draw your canvases of different colors that were once blackno the need to search again no need for this. We will
draw your canvases different colorsAniment has you sadno need to go there againneed not need to go back. And you won't have to hide anymore or spend the night alone, waiting at the window for dawn to break. And you won't be ashamed, nor afraid of the phone or life with half a life full of pain. Choir: We will paint our canvases different colorsscautions different colors, we will
draw your canvases different colors that were once black. In your eyes again dancing like the moon on the wateras the glow of the sidewalk in the morning rainI wake up every morning and wonder if I can climb this hill with a little warning, which I step on from the underrated fathers ideal will. But he keeps me tender and warm, and yet, after returning me to safety in his glorious
will. I realize I'm going to live forever, because I'm riding on the side of the captain of eternal life. Every night I am relieved of the anxieties of the day, which I have seen not from the songs I have sang, but not from the mottos I have made only by His grace. Choir: Chasing the dark chatter, when the walls collapse and the blood flows red, I will be there to sift through the rubble I
will be there to bury the dead. When the water rises to move the rocks and envelops the earth, I will swim through the deepest sea and find a place to stand. When the sky starts rolling above the ground, I'il build a safe shelter, hold you until the threat disappears. When the earth begins to tremble and the sun burns at night, I will tie the ground beneath us, find a cooling shade.
And when the sun begins to fade, and the darkness falls like heavy rain, I will protect you and keep you, drive away the darkness. I'il be here to stand with you, baby, where I've always been. Chicken bluesDens Mackintosh My baby's coming home now and she wants to make me something nice, she's coming home to make me something fine, she's doing the best chicken on this
side of the Mason Dixon line. She makes nice sweet potatoes, a nasty old pot of peas that makes nice sweet potatoes, and a nasty convulsion that's the best chicken sauce he's ever seen. Choir: Well, I tasted other cooking, but I'm not bad, I'm glad I have a gravitas I repeat: verse 1Sclysto SongDed:Life can be a cliché my friend No matter how well you write it Only a flickering
flame of a candle in the windNo matter how well you light it. Illumination never strikes in the same place twiceOn the sunset always to the west. Two mistakes do not do right, So do what you think is best. The lights are on, but no one is home, you need to sleep in bed, which you madeAll you shine is not gold in 15 minutes of glory. Choir: One man ceiling is another man floor
Rolling Stone collects no moss John Lennon said makes love, not war But I want to die with my boots on. You don't miss your water until it's caught between the lines. Choir: The chain is strong, as it is the weakest connectionI the water always flows down the hillYou can bring a horse to water, but you can not make him drink Bleed the body, but not the will. Close only count in
horse shoes and hand grenadesIn a day Billy Graham told you Jesus Saves, but does not dazzle by the light. Chor: You can watch, but don't touch, because she has eyes in her back as she died, doing what she always liked to burn the candle at both ends, you can't always walk on the edge of the razor. place if you have time They say Never let them see how sweat But a good
person is hard to findChorus:Lightning never hits the same place twiceSout never justifies the means that know always the client is right. And the creaking wheel gets grease. It's always darkest just before dawn But you're about to be over your head, sometimes it's not worth the paper it's written for, giving me freedom or giving me death. Choir: ConfessionShade is not so easy all
the time to call a friend and say:I had trouble walking down the narrow road. I can't always blame the Prince on the power of air, which I find I don't care. Choir: Glory to the Lord He sees beyond the things he is He holds me to cling to Him, needleworked victory. It gives an understanding, and I begin to see these feelings of defeat soon to leave.1 It is not easy for me to keep your
life in orderFor the way that Jesus walks almost all the time. Honestly, I stand by God often wondering what I'm going to do. Choir: Relationships often slip out of where they should be, When everyone likes to become the ones I want to leave. Sometimes I want to run away from what I came to when I was just myself. Chorus: Cowboy BlessingDenes McIntoshMay the path is not
rocky when you ride your Spurs at perfect time. Let's get used to good cattle and work hard to fade the light. Let your saddle always fit like a gloveMay be guided by your faithful dogProtected from the hand of GodThe mother gave you love. You may find that the perfect ranchMay thousand cattle carry your brandMay drink from Rio GrandeMay your rope never get entangled in
your handsCan be carefully maintainedCan be partitioned, that all fencesYou can fixMay your whiskey never mixMay your territory be protected. I hope you're always a cowboy on the boneYou can cleanse yourself in stoneThe mother who your restless nature will allow you to walk around with your horse always take you home. Let the boots always kick in your kick, which never
gets stuck in fixYou can brighten up quicklyYou can shoot yourself from the thigh. May your partner never disappoint youCan find warm groundMay villagers lucky to follow you if you get lost can be found. May your jeans never be designerCan you heat up on an open fireCan your voice be heard in a midnight choirYou can become an old cowboy survivor. Let the stars illuminate
your way into the darkMom who does not speak resembled commentYou may not be as bad as your bark Your mother be like no other MarkMay band always plays your songYou can dance with the girl you brung. To do what is right, not wrongYou can be strong. Can prosper on the ground where you live with a few good loved ones, When you get hurt, you can learn to forgive.
Can you be disappointed on the chinMaide your boys without shaking in the windYou can laugh quickly among friendsYou can see down around the next turnMay never look back to the end. Let your horse always have enough hayamay your hat never shrink in rains the sun sets slowly at the end of the day And let the Old Coyote sing in his grave. Coyotes LamanDens
MackintoshTee is going to rain like this. I wonder if it's going to rain. Crazy HeartDenes McIntoshMany drinks, too many one night standsIt very self-insing songs about a broken man. Too many cities on too many roadsFor many crowds, too many midnight shows. He was too long lonely, He was too long, He was too long asleep, where he did not belongWas too long It was this
elusive dream He was too long repeating the same thing. Choir:He had a crazy heart, he got the best of him Had a wounded heart, he took the rest of him He had a crazy heart, he had it in control, He had a heavy heart outside. But if you want to know what the man was for,He had a heart of gold from the inside out. He was a broken man with a broken heart He was a tired old
soul who was slowly falling apart He was the absent father of an orphan son, he was ashamed that he could not complete what he had ever begun. He was in the dump, he was on the ground, he was on his way ride the smoke in the old pickup truck, he was down to the wire, until his last buck, he was so down that he let him look up. And so it is. it should be like ripe fruits ready to
fall from a treeIt is right in accordance with the order of things that Life can bring a wandering man to his knees. Choir: CreatorDays MackintoshGreen hills and fruit heaven and cloudy seletary canyons, shouting loudly mountains that stretch the fort powerfully manually diligent the rest of the earth. Horus: Oh, how much greater is the creatorHe is the master of all that the mind can
perceive the Dicca of everything we have learned to love and the author of allwhich is yet to be. Rivers and streams and the beauty of sunrise shine in an open space where we can run freely and the wondrous sunsets we so often see. Choir: Dance of the WaterDen Mackintosh Choir: In this crazy world you have to live and dance on the water if it's glass. In this crazy world, he
risks leaving every day like your last. Shout out to the devil to rise to heaven to climb like Eagleton, it's a maiden flight. Choir: Love is like a convulsion, like a child with revenge and a curious smile. Choir: Reach for singing to your neighbor one hand tetus what you know and learn what you can. Choir: walk in the wind with an old pair of jeans, keep your feet on the ground, whatever
that means. Choir: Dark Cleanses MackintoshKroud of Strangers. Everyone seems to know my name. Strangers sweating from wet, left in the rain. Dark eyes, but I don't know any of these places. It's time to come back from the far reaches of my heart. There's a lot of confusion here. I can't think straight. The illusion wolf was holding out of my door. On the deepest night, I can
feel your cold breath on my back, a familiar memory, like my insufferable fear of the pack. You're moving me like a forbidden dance, My Heart relies on circumstances I love, which I can't have, I won't tell you your secrets. I always love what I can't have, I will live with my regrets. Storm. A reminder of the not-so-distant past. Amazed and prophetic, I will leave the next wish to be
my last. I laugh alone, with the chorus of voices from the grave, dancing on the stone so as not to let pleasure get in the way. You're moving me like a forbidden dance, My Heart relies on circumstances I love, which I can't have, I won't tell you your secrets. I always love what I can't have, I will live with my regrets. Demons Kiss MackintoshUcciru: Snake eyes and barbed wire
stretched out to see the stars tonight. Demon kiss can not get out of thisThere is no salvation in the eyes. If I was free, you'd probably find melee rooting for tall pine wood. And if I was tired, I'd build a little bend and let the night surround me. Chorus: Snake eyes and barbed wire stretched tightDemon kiss is not good can become this.give me a look at the stars tonight. There is no
salvation. If I could dream, I'd know what it means to brings to my they're in the same bum. And if I could feel anything other than that steel, I believe I can be redeemed. Snake eyes and barbed wire stretched gave me a look at the stars tonight. Demon kiss can not get out of thisS not salvation in the eyes. If I could raise my voice today, I'd send him through the north gate.
Beyond the yard that will bring me the terrible sadness. Snake eyes and barbed wire stretched gave me a look at the stars tonight. Demon kiss can not get out of thisThere is no salvation in the eyes. If I could stop that clock that's in my cage, I'd sing a hymn from the silence and measure the time with my drops. Snake eyes and barbed wire stretched gave me a look at the stars
tonight. Demon kiss can not get out of thisThere is no salvation in the eyes. Desertnes Mackintosh He was named after a man who was authorized to camp on a haidum for 40 days. He was tested and tempted in every way. The devil came and said: If you are hungry turn these rocks into some French bread. God, use your head. Don't be hungry, eat some cheese and bread. But
Jesus said, I will not live only with bread, it does not give me protein, only fat I need the Word of God to keep me where I am. The devil took it to the high said How do you want to learn to fly, then jump, you won't be alone. The angels will catch you before he hits the stones. Well Jesus said: This is not my stylish fall looking almost half a mile away. I'm sure you're a fraud. And the
Bible says, Do not test the Lord your God. The devil showed him all the kingdoms of the world, said he would bring them to Him and all their glory if you worshiped me in this extraordinary story. Jesus said, Satan disappear, I can't relate to your sad song that you're my curve. I will worship God, he is the only one I will serve. The angels came to comfort Him, SaidJesus tells us
what you look like, as if you've been through a lot. Can we join you in singing the praises of our God? Fear not, My Friend, fear not of life. Do not be afraid of ever sharper skies, or rising tides. Do not be afraid of the cold, hard and ugly facts,or warm, soft, and beautiful lies. Don't be afraid of what people will say about you. Just ask if they're better off with you or without you? Do not
be afraid of darkness, or light, flattering opinion, or frightening predictions at night. Don't be afraid of fiction or the truth. Do not be afraid of the ignorance of youth. Do not be afraid of the wisdom of age. Do not be afraid of the joker or sage. Don't be afraid of what people will say about you, just ask if they're better off with you or without you? Do not be afraid of a well-known, or the
unknown. Do not be afraid of well worn or do not be afraid from a different point of view. Do not be afraid of the old, or the new. Do not be afraid of the obvious, or of obscure. Do not be afraid of the disease or treatment. Don't be afraid of what people would say about you, just ask if they're better off with you or without you? Do not be afraid of the sacred or profane. Do not be
afraid of the blessing or flame, cause fear, it will only kill you. Fear, it's going to kill you. Do not be afraid of the future or the past. Don't be afraid to go first or be last. Don't be afraid, my friend. Do not be afraid, do not be afraid of death. Don't be afraid, my friend. RunDenes McIntosh's dogs were you and me a small farm on the coast, I think then we are free than most. Choir: the
dogs of the ponds and goat. The flower garden in the yard and you in your pathetic coat. Early in the morning in the fog and watching everything roll over and go away like lovers singing yesterday. Twenty-three years ago, I was 33, I can't believe the change I saw to God, where is the time gone? Repeat verse 1:I repeat Choir:Dorothy's Comin's BackDenes McIntoshNight Owls
and street freaks for hours on the busAll the ladies in the center, they line up on the road, like locusts in the sunny breath of my lung comes like a bandit at night. Doubt, like dust, covers my dogs, who love you, come to negotiate you with fools dressed in silk with satin shoes, there are only many minutes in the daylovete holds you as a promise that repels you again like fire. Choir:
Standing naked on one leg that best dances Terry's Good Day returns to Kansas Winter of my gentle work falls just like a silhouetted one that plays you like a trumpet, then beats you like a drummer. All the lone fires are burning and dying on their own. Standing naked on one leg and dancingDoyo goes back to Kansas, you didn't kill me, you didn't have the power that you didn't kill
my life, it just wasn't yours to take that you'd be the last one left before the window closed for the night. Chorus: Standing naked on one leg to danceCame back to Kansas. The ground was covered with a blanket of snow. The sun disappeared, as if it had fallen from the sky, and we were hoping for my salvation in the blink of an eye. I fell asleep while he was calm and I was
awakened by the war, the night took my courage as I stumbled upon the door. There's nowhere to go, nowhere to hide to hide again. The sky will be clear again. The clouds will disappear. The noise will be muted, all fighting will stop. Further, further down the road. I is always darkest before dawn. The sky will be brand-news will be goneIt is always the darkest before dawn.
Dwight JordanDentoyd Mackintosh Dwight Jordan, don't look back to avoid the current. Dwight Jordan, you're still black, 24 years can't change that. Dwight Jordan, the fact is, he was running away from an unfortunate past. Dwight Jordan, you're not in compliance with a system that's designed to break your back. Hor: You were so young when you came in. They made you as rude
as a sin. It's been a pleasure being with you. You can be that person again. Dwight Jordan (replay). Dwight Jordan, how did you get so tough? Isn't your gentle nature somehow not good enough? Dwight Jordan, don't give up on having to drink from another glass. Dwight Jordan, take a moment to see how you're going so well. Dwight Jordan, do it. You have one leg on a ladder
that you can't climb. I'm afraid it's cold and old years ago. Dwight Jordan, don't replace your pride with the pleasure you find in those forbidden hips. Dwight Jordan, that's a heavy price you pay when you lie on the ice bed. SongDenes of HorDilan, who is a creature, and the boy will become a mentality, where it becomes a change that I understand is destined to continue. Watching
you find your way, like your brother found your child, you're much stronger. Choir: Like jazz in funky times, y' know 'y'know with symbols broken down in the most draft parts. Hane abstract rhythms at home, each recording with your own beating heart. Standing upright while you've been spinning all the punches your life has been knocked down is what I expected. Stuff you with
cool friends who squeeze your legs and stuff you with skin sticks that know what's next. Repeat Horus: Early Days McIntoe in the early days I'm not alive for you yet. I'm not awake for your presence, I'm not up to date with your breath. At the beginning of May 20th, I'm not fully conscious. He hasn't come back from the dead. But in the late afternoon, I'm alive again for you, I'm not
tired. In the late afternoon, in the late afternoon, my eyes look at your beauty from the fire. Early Sunday morningI walked to a lonely beach early in the morning on Sunday, strayed to my feet, I just went through a storm and hoped for a sign from heaven to show me that he felt the things I felt. Burdened by the world around me, darker every day for those who have been hurt along
the way. I was angry with the devil and the evil he did, and he feels sorry for the people you're hiding from the son. I look down at the ground, find a pebble in the sand, reach slightly from mine. I begin to see that the pebble is a sign to me from heaven that shows me that My Father understands. It is set on and carried smoothly by tears as the Lords is frozen by the loneliness of
man. There's a woman out there who's not home there, there's a kid running away without warning. There is a drifter in a room in a dream in a child who is left all alone there is a stranger in the back row on Sunday morning. People: They're someone you care about, that everyone is watching how they love each other, and who are worth it without seeing what we can see that
we're taking care of ourselves on Ewood Street. There is a prisoner who counts time,there are sad and lonely lives of all who are forgotten. Hore: Some say the hardships have been over for some time, that they're all O.K. now just because they are. But recently I heard the screams, the crying. I've seen bleeding hearts and tortured minds of those who trampled. They were left
to restore their trampling on their own to repair their shattered hopes and shattered dreams without the help of those who seemed interested, sometime before the sky fell. But where are all the friends of misfortune now? Do they move home on secluded hills to hide from the inconvenience of their past involvement in pain? Well, the cause goes on without them, but it's crippled,
but it's not that simple. Like the victims he hugs. How easy it is to forget. I know you need your wishes, I won't abandon you, I won't leave some wealth to reveal you. Horus: My hand will be on my snowy hands, which lurked me, so I say to you, as I have told you before, It does not lie like a rocking by the lake, enveloping moss behind me, no matter what the price will be that I will
be your shepherd to be my flock. I'm with the children, i'il help you not discourage you from the comfort of your heart. My love will be your constant part of my joy, priceless wealth, living in your true heart. How long can I go on without water without you?40 days can be 40 nights without sleeping like Jesus in the desert like Gandhi on the street. Dylan Thomas in the bar as
Muhammad in the ring as Geronimo on mission As Martin Luther King. Choir: 40 days without water40 days without water40 days without water40 days without water40 nights without sleep.40 days without water40 nights without sleep I would give 40 pounds of flesh just to hear your heart beat. The song on the road like the wind through my How long can I go on without water
without you? Fallen AngelDens MackintoshStreet lights are on, but the ladies' door is darkYou should come to you now, not a surprise. The last moment of your life, throw your faith in sharksCheck your messages again before you die. It is protected from time by its long blonde hair Luba can be a very dangerous game. It comes quickly, and leaves without care,you set the rules
along the way. Choir: There's no one to blame but blame. Everybody's got to get on with it. You can buy salvation from a fallen angelNo you will have to learn to live with the burn. You shouldn't have invited her to dance. No one changes, they just tend to undress and let the darkness penetrate the cracksYy you were born in the palace, but you can not live with the Queen. Paying
tribute was a waste of time Now walking on the water, or sinking into the sea,But do not bleed again before you die. Choir: There's no one to blame but blame. Everybody's got to get on with it. You can buy salvation from a fallen angelNo you will have to learn to live with the burn. What you think of me is none of my business, what I think of you is not yours. Look at the circle
around the moon, running again with all the wild horses. The first time Dunn Mackintosh looked into the dark, for the first time, I remember wanting you. For the last time, I'd be without you. Your hands glided slowly down your dark skin against the wall, which was a canvas for your silhouette. Your cigarette was burning slowly from your lips, a drop of ash on your chest shaped to
your breath. It's the first time I've remembered wanting you. He touched my face in the gentle light, touched with his hands, which I wished were mine. You sigh, a song of a lifetime I've lived, and I've harmonized. It's the first time I've remembered wanting you. It's the first time I've remembered wanting you. Excuse me, Dennes Mackintosh, we were walking along the wide end of
the wandering road. We fought on the wrong side in the battle for our soul, we screwed up, broken before we got old. You left your heart for the cold. We've robbed every season under midnight sunshine. We have shunned the voice of the devil's mind silver tongue.
We robbed a newborn dreamer in front of the barrel of a gun. You
abandoned our only son's heart. Choir: But we were forgiven. Yes, we're forgiven. We are good Samaritans, and the evil twin who have given in to pleasures that are better left illegal, we are showered in righteousness as it has not forgotten about this warm heart to the bitter end. Choir: But we were forgiven. Yes, we have forgivenRevered an undue tribute to the joker and fool
who made the bed of our sorrow with the tools of the neighbor, broke all promises and broke all the rules, forgotten for a warm heart for a bag of jewelry. Choir: But we were forgiven. Yes, we are forgivenPosited along the route of a train that has moved on promises that have once again wrapped in gold, pumped the new delusion into our jugular vein, forgotten for a warm heart for
the un feedable. Choir: But we were forgiven. Yes, we forgave friends I wanted you to smile with and hold your hand until you could walk alone. I had no idea I fell in love with you, I didn't mean to know how I was going to know I was going to walk you home? Through your tears, I saw the shining eyes shining in the sun when I was in your pain, faced with my barren life through
your broken heart, which I learned to love. I just wanted to make you laugh and shower with champagne and get you out of the cold. I didn't know he'd come back to greet me like a mat and give me back an abandoned soul. You read me from cover to cover and loved me, despite being my friend and love honey, you're everything else I need. What they'il ever need. You'il see. I
wanted to be your friend to help you feel good again so you could take your eyes off the dark and get back to dawn. I didn't know you'd fall in love with me, I guess that's how everything we had to do to forget the past. Choir: Mackintosh Garden Day We were born in the garden, all willows that hover on our bodies, walking barefoot on the ground. We were alive in the gardenas a
lazy autumn afternoon, we laughed, which passed through the canyon, the sweet gardenia were in bloom. We made love in the Garden like in some faint Heavenly dream, the quiet mountain in the bubbling stream. GOTTA back There was music in the Gardennatura singing mystical melody Was quiet and to boast no one speaks too soon. I HAVE TO GET BACK. We were a
family in the Garden, we had integrity, our word was true. There was kindness and compassion that cared for me, and I took care of you. I HAVE TO GET BACK. I have to go back to the garden to learn how to live again. I have to go back to the garden to learn to live and love again. I HAVE TO GET BACK. With my head raised and my gun dropped, the girls were quick, but life
was slow. Boy, tell yourself what you think, I'm going to have to write your story. Ink. But I have to get out of dodge, because Dodge isn't what it used to be. I have to get out of Dodge before Dodge screws me. I'd do my job with my neighbors and friends, a man's word was good with just one handshake. Helping each other was the law of the land, and work made the boy a
responsible man. We'd sit on the porch at the end of the day and tell stories that changed like the weather in May. But I have to get out of dodge, because Dodge isn't what it used to be. I have to get out of Dodge before Dodge screws me. The city grew like a summer, where they were being tossed like a wild boar. The handshake has become a legal decree, and more often than
not, people would agree. We're going to build our ranch in an open space where a man can breathe and his cattle can graze. But I have to get out of dodge, because Dodge isn't what it used to be. I have to get out of Dodge before Dodge screws me. Dancing Denes Mackintosh, she's dancing. Gina's dancing. She dances, she dances with the costume, she has a glowing
complexion. And she crossed the road through town to lie down with the mystery man. She either dances with the devil or dances with the wind, but she dances. She dances that Gina is caught in a curious jolt, some would call it a nervous breakthrough, knocked down, knocked down, exploited and abused by all that a lost woman might have.
But she's
dancing. She either dances with the devil or dances with the wind, but she dances. And now he wants to go to Venus like Jesus in Elton John's classic song. And she wants to blow up balloons like he did and sit on the porch swing to watch them all day. Give them DrumDens Mackintosh Mickey walking down the corridors at night and down that long path like a scene from one of
those old Jack Nicholson Films Bill crumbled low in his chair, taking care of his depression, as he would wear his best suit to seeRussed: We'll drive them there in our expensive cars to get off with a ticket to kick with a drum and a wooden spoon to bump into. They can't deal with societies, and we give them money, and we don't give them anything. Benny sits down and swears by
the way the dice fall on the other honey man, he'il calm him down. Lucy likes to all night he slept in his bed without light talking about himself without making a sound. Choir: Martin says it doesn't matter he tried to climb the corporate ladder to give the company his soul and they ate him alive. Linda watches TV all day on the parts everyone plays, waiting for her life to hurry up and
arrive. In humans: God-forgotten LandDenes McIntosh Run babies are trampling on their feet as the train's going to knock you to your knees. Run, baby, run free to get you down tonight, you have to pay. Running, fleeing the beast that is in the field, tearing the heart of the world apart, will take what it can steal. No warning sign has been published, just an old and lit fence that has
moved in the past. There are many who have traveled from this God, forsaken their dreams to die on a path they cannot carry all of them. This isn't a man to land on the abandoned highway you can find on the map, but he's not getting in my way. This is not a place for my birth to carry your water, or you will die here of thirst. Let's run away from a baby, we don't stop here alone,
the air is hotter than a pistol, which is a bone dryer. Run baby, don't go back down that roadlooking at your eyes on the horizon to think about what's coming. Choir: God is LoveDenes McIntoshWe say we know God We read His Word, hear His voice, and serve Him as we know we should. We say we know god we keep Him close Let's say we know His way and what He wants.
Horus: We say we know His way and what He wants. Yes, I think we have forgotten God is love. Hor: We say our prayers as He wants. We say we know God, and we know God We know His politics, his social positions, and what he would do in a situation. We say we know God, we know His mind, His will, and the country he will be on. We say we know God and the country he's

going to be in. Yes, I think we forgot it was love. I'm going to climb to the top of the world to climb me, massage the wind to breathe some fresh air. I'il take my fish pylon and maybe find a nice fishing hole. To climb into the sky, where black bears feed on the berries that feed on these things that my old truck can carry. I'il get my dog, he'il bring me the poni. I'il get my rifle, get my
hunting pole, get my knife, and maybe find a nice fishing hole. A hand for PlowDenes McIntoshA clans through the vineyard like a pipe against rockWind on the surface of irrigation lake Canadian geese engaged in lively foreign conversationsCorons that float under my feet, like a habit in heaven like yesterday's news The last part of my bottle of alcoholI'm a lie that never rang. The
last one abstained from skinner BluesChorus:I mule I don't want to put a good ear on the ground, I just put my hand on the off-the-road plough to put my hand on the plough and keep pushing. The sound of someone breaking a relationship about who's right and who's wrongHo the lyrics from a distant song Sounds evaporated three-quarters. And put my hand on the proverb, put
my hand on the plough and press. The laugh is as fake as a $3 young woman swallowing a bottle of pills, loving the lover, going down another hill, first making fun of you, and then killing you. And put my hand on the proverb, put my hand on the plough and press. Bridge: Put my hand, put my hand on it, put my hand on a plow. Put my hand on it and put my hand in a plow. I'm not
going to be here long, but I'm here right now, and I'm going to hold on until the day I get off. Choir: Reapers Mackintosh / Mike Kelly, you've been living on your own for so many years that you haven't found a place you call home. Your thoughts are spent on memories of laughter and tearsSing away from the fact that you are alone. As spring turns into summer and the sky begins
to rainYou can see the clouds spinning overhangYou will soon collect the grain Of Siza to separate the living from the dead. Choir: He came to me when I was hungry, He came to me when I was cold, He came to me when I was dying the Son of Man He came and redeemed me. You say time has taken away all the friends who were once yours say you're old, but your feelings
are deceptive and you know there's more to your life getting cold. Horus: He will come to you, if you are hungry, He will come to you, if you are cold, He will come to you, if you die the Son of Man will come and heal you. The heart beats HarderDenes McIntosh Waiting, and minutes tick for time with the clock. You want there to be a place between the exit and the key. When we
split up, the rain stops thunder, hits the flags, stops scaring. The voices stop talking. drinking birds stop singing and thinking. The horns stop spinning the ground to stop barking on the face, stops laughing. My heart beats harder like a mountain, my pulse flows like a storm. My breath becomes shorter, but the thought of you warms me. He became Deness Mackintosh, a
controversial part-time ego with a soft and tender heart. Choir: Like a lion in a rag that makes its way to freedom. As a child in the hands of a mother who belongs to those who need it. The soul of the artist, man to man, strong bequeathed, kind-hearted did what he could. Choir: Like a lion in a rag that makes its way to freedom. As a lover in the hands of a woman, it belongs to
those who need it. He may have been a dancer in the Bolshevik ballet, he could have been a Broadway actor, He could have pointed fingers, he could have found someone to blame, but he became a singer on his own stage. Your window is open, come out of pain, your heart is an ocean, you can walk between Rainbury all my promises past Gideons Bones while you stand alone.
I'm just a man... ...and I'm just a man. but I'il be there for you. He came to MeDens Mackintosh when I thought of God's pain, which he often knew. I thought of Lord suffering He passed Chorus:He came to me when I was hungry He came to me when I was cold, And came to me when I had diedOften the son of God came to save my soul. I've been thinking about God, where he's
been found, and I see him in the Garden sticking out on the ground. Choir: And he may see a bleeding occupant again until almost dead, and I see him quietly crying thorns on His head. Choir: Now I can see him hanging out in darkness against the sky and seeing him barely breathe in the sky. Choir: Now I can see Him dressed in Glory, just like history said, and I can feel him
living for a merisen of the dead. Choir: This is Where I'm Angry Mackintosh This highway, which I traveled often takes me down, I found it getting difficult. And I'm trying to break down the pain that has made me tear me apart. I want to sit with you and talk till morning. You know I need you. continue. It's just a state of mind. And I pour out my life like a laundry on the tail, hoping the
sun will shine. He spoke to MeDens Mackintosh, wrote my own story, stood on a righteous flag every morning in an early light. I stood naked in the shade, threw my fate to the windSpeaked in bed, embraced blessings, cursed sin. I wandered through the desert, stumbled across the sand in search of Holy Water in dry and barren I made my way alone through the darkest night of
wing and prayer through His guiding light. Choir: There is a God somewhere, and he speaks to me in a quiet voice like a mountain stream. There is a God, I'm sure he sometimes speaks to me with a lot of roar, like in an angry dream. I hear the distant thunder and thunder on the ground beneath my feet. But I'm not afraid of Him. I raised my fist to the sky, lit in my hand Turned my
back on the devil, he was not my friend. At your altar, I bowed, a broken man who despaired of what I wasn't, and I loved who I am. Choir: There is a God somewhere, and he speaks to me in a quiet voice like a mountain stream. There is a God, I'm sure he sometimes speaks to me with a lot of roar, like in an angry dream. I hear the distant thunder and thunder on the ground
beneath my feet. But I'm not afraid of Him. I'm not afraid of Him. He's the Only Day Mackintosh A look at the one that changed the course of all mankind. Look at the one who brings back the blind man's gaze. Look at the one who lifts death out of his bed. Look at this one so you can come back. Look at the guy who changes the water into wine. Look at the one who claims to be
the bread of life. Look at the one who gives us the fountain of living water. He is the one who knew me when I was supposed to be famous, he who showed me what he had to show me that He came and gave life to save my own is the sun that shines in my way. Look at the one who came to die for you and me. He said: 'Father forgive them because they don't know what they're
doing. He left His throne of glory, who gave us all he could give. He suffered on a cross so we could live. Hey, you're treating me too well, I know you're going to turn around and deny you Child, with which I treat you like a father. But I still feel like you're treating me too well. I often wonder how I treat you, I fail in the things I say and do, if I could go back to you, Lord, half of the love
you gave me, I know I will be able to pour out enough to fill the deepest sea, and that will be only half as much as you gave me. It's a blessing God has on my side. There's no one else I can judge. He loved me from my sin, and now he blessed me every day when I was supposed to start, and now you're leading me on my way, and there was no price to pay. No, there was no
price I had to pay, Thank You Lord for the new day, and I thank you, Lord, for leading me on my way. Hole in the Solar TapinamYou can burn a hole in the sun with your smile to glue the ice caps to the ground. your finger-pointing style from the trigger of a man who wants to die, you can make a lame man walk a hundred miles. You can take the ugly out of the world with the face
make the kitchen yourself clean with your grace make a phone line never busy, cheap wine has a good tasty which person who is in a hurry to wait. You can tame the raging storm with the charm of making an angry man melt in your hands, promising that a rich man buys his farm to want to buy the horses and the barn. Choir: You're the sun that warmed my soul, you're the moon
at night. You're the one who's going to warn me when I fall too far from the light, you're my wide open space, you've set the fence on fire. You brought back my heart and the heat in my desire. Deputy Hor: You're all I wanted, all I want is my promise, and you're my dream. I'il learn to give you honesty the way you gave me. I'il love you like the man you wanted me to be. You can
make a blind man see with his eyes, make a strong man weak with a desire to take the darkness out of the night, make any evil look right, you can make a cold man warm with fire. You can make a boy out of a man of his choice make a sad man sing and enjoy a stable man, give a clumsy man a chance to get away with his voice. How many tears? Denes Mackintosh, I made
mistakes that I knew I was making just like that. That doesn't mean I don't love you, so I'm weak. And how many tears are you going to want from me? 15 long years have left my soul and my heart is filled with fear. I've been alone for the pleasure of your company. And how many tears are you going to want from me? How many tears? How many tears? How many tears will you
need? I can't see. My eyes have become accustomed to fading memory. The future is waiting anxiously where I'm at. And she's homeless, she's a single mother who's crying, aren't you going to take my child to your house and give her shelter? Horus: Give her something about her hunger for her soul something about sadness and something about the cold that grew in her heart
and kept her whole. The hard part on the rails in every U.S. hometown that gets tired of the struggle that calms down every day so it doesn't relax. To give them... The families of an inner city won't get dark between their noses, you know how to write the story is not pretty. The middle-class suburbs have all the new computer toys, and the bills are late, and Dad's going to have a
drink with the boys early in the morning. Give him... To give them... I'm not the Dee Mackintosh everyone wants. to be their Jesus, but I am not Him, I have never been. Everyone breaks into a million pieces, expecting me to fix them and be their friends. I ask them how they behave, telling me how they were the same familiar story after they told me. Everyone wants me to be their
Jesus, but I can't release them, no one can. All living with the same diseasesThis and this disorder Family got stuck in the sand. Look what you're doing, it hasn't happened yet. Do something different, you have the courage to make a promise, stand 30. Everyone wants me to be their Jesus But I can't save themIt's out of my hands. I'm just Mandens McIntosh, if I were a mountain,
you'd be exploring my flesh. Will you find a cool shade under my chest? And if I were a rock, would you take a break and let my strength support you when you feel weak? Choir: And I'm just a guy who does the best I can, but sometimes that's not enough. I give what I have to live with my own hands without resting. It's getting hard. If I were Stream, you'd follow me through the hills
or lie next to me. Can you get a full drink? If I were Heaven, you'd get lost in the clouds when I caught a falling star? Choir: And I'm just a guy who does the best I can, but sometimes that's not enough. I give what I have to live with my own hands without resting. It's getting hard. And if I were The Horizon, you would live with me where the vision ends and faith begins. Would you
dare? Choir: And I'm just a guy who does the best I can, but sometimes that's not enough. I give what I have to live with my own hands without resting. It's getting hard. I don't sweat the little things. I'm no longer blind, who gave you my life, I can give you mine. And I can see you in the morning. I can see you, I can see you, God, and I love you. You gave me hope and paved the
way for me not to deal with my heavy load. You know I'm doing it. But I've let you down so often that I nailed you to the Golgadata, and now I'm opening my eyes to find Chorus: And to see you... I find My way Mackintosh in the deepest moment of the darkest night I find without light. I find my way without a cardWithout a guide, I find my own way back. I look beyond the crumbled
wallDegroup dreams of mother-in-law. These shattered dreams have inhaled their lastWithout a guide, I find my own way back. Choir: The road is too long and too dark for someone to walk alone. Well, I was tired, honey, and I was broke, but I keep pushing, and I've been stronger than you'il ever know. I breath in my eyebrow, I see fire in front of me. The sky is open in my
pathWithout a guide I find my own way back. Choir: The road is too long and too dark for someone to walk alone. Well, I was tired, honey, and I was broke, but I keep pushing, and I've been stronger than you'il ever know. I know that you, Lord, Dunce Mackintosh, you are my freedom, Jesus, you are my strength, when I need you, stay with me to any length. I know you're a man
who understands where I've been, and he knew me on the cross, where you give birth to every sin of mine that prepares for me a place to rest, and you long to let me believe in you, and I was born again. You're never too busy dealing with small needs that don't seem worthy. Well I know that you have been hurt a thousand times in everyday life, and I know that you have been
forgotten by the people you have madeBut there are still a few who love you and who have long heard you, which will give us time to show another person the way. Spirit, flow right through meSout, you are my guide comfort, and you renew me, gently guide my life. I know of the miracles you want to be revealed and the souls you want to reach and the hearts you yearn to heal
and use me however you want. I miss it when you're GoneDenes McIntoshOn a quiet morning in the spring, sitting in front of the window in a soft light, extinguishing green tea and gathering your thoughts It will be a cold day, it was a long night. You watched me stand in the frozen courtyard, and I watched the shadows struggle to leave the Sun slowly crawling through the garden
as your eyes warmed me. And remember when we met, it was so much like watching you sit in an old chased room. I remember waking up from a nap, watching the sun's rays shining on your face as you looked back. I know you were only in the garden, but I miss you when you're gone. Remember when we met, we felt that way. I watched you sit in an old guest room you put in
the garden. I remember waking up from a nap, watching the sun's rays shining on your face as you looked back. I want you in Tess Mackintosh, I need you like a flower needs rain. I need you as a kid who wants a name. I see you as a bright and sunny day in the spring of my life. I need you like the ocean needs the shore. I need you as if heaven needs a door. I see you like I've
never seen you before. Open my eyes. Choir: And I feel like I can fly to the top of the world, in a breeze that blows quietly. I feel like I can fly to the top of the world. It is good to I know where I'm going. You should be like night. I need you in a very special way. I see you as a bright, sunny day. You're the spring break of my life. I think I heard the songsDy Mackintosh, who was
sitting in my big home, thinking about my kids the way we laughed, the way we felt and the things we did. I think I heard them sing like grateful deada's song, I had to sing, that's what they said. Dad, make me a special stick, just like you used to pull out your big knife and carve it with a sharp end, with leather and a feather, too. Dad, that's how we're going to remember you. I
started dancing around the room, which I had to put my hands up, that I was a happy person to have the memories I had. It's not all in the past, it's so close that I can touch it like sand in playful hands, I call it whatever you want. Choir:And I want to know that TiDeni MackintoshHuru: I want to know that your father is like a young girl when you run towards him. I want to love you like
your mother would do anything to make you feel good. I see your heartfelt prayer, which I see your love for me, has always been there. I see your sweet eyes when they spin every day, I see your quiet smile every time the sun rises. And I want to know that your father is like a young girl when you run towards him. I want to love you like your mother would do anything to make you
feel good. I see the beauty of every face you make me see tenderness in every breath you take. I see your passion in every determination I see that you are faithful, and you tear apart every wall. And I want to know that your father is like a young girl when you run towards him. I want to love you like your mother would do anything to make you feel good. I'il be there to sift through
the debris, be there to bury the dead. When the water rises to move the stones and cover the earth, I will swim through the deepest sea, find a place to stand. When the sky starts spinning above the ground, I'il take a safe shelter, hold you until the threat disappears. When the earth begins to tremble, and the sun has burned the night Far will support the earth beneath us, and I
will find a cooling shade. And when the sun begins to fade, and the darkness will warm you up, I will protect you, and I will drive you out of the dark. I'il be here to stand with you, babyWhere I've always been. I will sing from the Lord as I have never sung, for He has saved me, my God. He has prepared a place for me someday, I will be with Him in Glory, he has provided me with
help. Choir: Hallelujah (I repeat 6 times)And I will see Him face to face Do not save me grace, for He loved me, died in my place. Chorus: I'll be SafeDenes McIntoshI'm going to blow north wind the lightning screams thunder Storm will shake the devil from the valley hooks of the mountain. Hor: I'll be fine. I'il be safe, there's a place where he can't hurt me. In the light of day, baby,
I turned away from the face of this ancient darkness. Let the rumors fly the frightening anger blazing flaming rotationAlly rotateD it can not turn into the darkness that the music fades, so that the heartless can get out. Hor: I'm going to be O.K. I'il be safe, just so I know you loved me. Alternative Choir: I'll be fine. I'il be safe, there's a place where he can't hurt me. In the light of day,
baby, I turned away from the face of this ancient darkness. I will give him my lifeDenes Mackintosh, I have a duty that I can never repay him, he has taken away all my sins, I know he will not come to collect today He says he was covered by His saving grace. Horus: I will give Him my life, I will make Him my Lord, I will give Him my life, which I can afford. I have a Lord who keeps
everything in order, I have found sweet salvation during the time when Jesus does not want to leave anyone behind him, he gave me His life, so I give him my own. Horus: I have a friend who could never betray the trust I put in his hands every day He knows me as if no one knows me that way, there is only one thing I can think of. If I could have my wayDay, if I could have my
way, the sun would melt at night. Your cargo will always be lighter than mine, and anyone wrong would be right. If I could eat my way, there wouldn't be any worries or arguments. Every word will be spoken with kindness, with little reason to fight. And I will love you every day of my life. If I could do my own thing, I'd put a smile on your face. Wake up every morning with a glass of
champagnebeauty another day in your grace. If I could fix my garden in the shade. Let the world make amends for change to take a nap in the heat of the day. And I will love you every day of my life. Bridge: The storms will die and the dead will come to life. They'il wipe their eyes again. The rain will wash away our nervous sin, and you will always be my friend. And I will love you
every day of my life. In the company of my king, Deens Mackintoshi, I was called a poet and I was called priest Sung my songs when I needed to speak, I led a few to freedom and touched those I could reach and when my life was overrun Do you think I'il know him the way he wanted? Will I have loved him as much as He loved me? Would it take me a while to get down on my
knees in the company of my king? I repeat, many of you have done much for the gospel. I know you sacrifice your money and your time, and you give away your talents. I know many of you have dedicated your life to the service of your Savior, and this is commendable. But the most important thing we can do is be in love with Him, spend some time with Him, be silent before
Him. Wash his feet, as it was, with the tears of our love and anoint his head with the oil of our gratitude. I repeat Hor:Insatiable AlEddens Mackintosh The restless winds, they seem to sayWe blow from the dawn of the day. And we're exhausted, we're slow, we're slow, and it's very rare now that we ever make a sound. Concrete stretched for miles under my feet, where money
leads. Soft land, the place of my birth, slaughtered by insatiable greed. I can't believe a word that's been said. I learned that politicians just take turns distracting the dreams of the dead. Glass towers, a tribute to the power erected by the fascist man. If we block the sun, the sky has become a place to hang another advertisement. Dakota died to live on this ancient land. Don't infect
him. Come expect it. The Comanches fought to save the bison. You'd better respect him. I accept it. We're all hurt when one of us falls to our knees. Sometimes It hurts, sometimes Ted Mackintosh I know it hurts sometimes, but sometimes I don't close your eyes, don't turn away from that singing paint here is not a name for sadness. I know sometimes it's not going to hurt you,
don't run and hide from the hurricane, it won't hurt you. Choir: Comfort yourself in an old friend you won't break, but for God's sake you'll bend, you'll succeed, I know you'll be able to be there in the end. I know you want to cry sometimes, and sometimes you get high and don't give up on life, you get cold when sin darkens, love will warm you up. Choir:Repeat: Life becomes cold as
a sin, when the candle sinks, love will warm you. I know sometimes it hurts. You and MeIntosh all say it has to be a better way than the way we live. But no one wants to kneel and pray to God for the life we have been given. Horus: It is up to you and me to show them a better life to show them God would like to know them, and Jesus Christ would like to set them free, just as He
has gone and done for you and me. People are lonely because for a long time do not know how to shake it anyone who tries to reconcile, just do not know how to do it. Choir: And everyone wants the pain to go away and look for a place to hide it But deep in a person's heart a change has to come, but everyone seems to want to fight it. Choir: Jack RapDens MackintoshNau you're
One.Being One is fun to learn everything you can. For standing on your new legs like a penguin. To play in the sand, with a friend, on the swing, or in the pool, or in the pool with Dad. That you're doing things you've never done since the sun. For walking on the grass to your grandfather, arms outstretched. Or watch birds while they watch you. To be one is to sing with your father,
to find a voice you didn't know you had. Either stuff you with your uncle or read with your mother, eat books, eat books, eat, laugh with your diploma, or have a grandmother come to see you. Or your aunt can show you how to draw. Being one is about everything you can think of, that you haven't thought about. And that's a lot, don't you think? Certainly. Janice Danes Mackintosh
touched me to hear her breathing, She had a life in her breath and hoped in her dreams, he touched me to hear her singing that she had brought the humble to their feet and the proud to her knees. Choir: It was all about the feelings she made the warm heart bathe and the cold heart melt. Life beneath the surface and love beyond the battlefield, it made the young soul bleed and
the old wounds heal. It touched me how he laughed so freely in the summer, when living is easy. Choir: It was all about the feelings she made the warm heart bathe and the cold heart melt. Life beneath the surface and love beyond the battlefield, it made the young soul bleed and the old wounds heal. JessicaDens Mackintosh He calls you an angel for your hairy velvet skin, the
smile you wear, He calls you an angel, he looks at you up and down so you don't touch the ground. He calls you an angel for the pure blue eyes that hypnotize you, He calls you an angel, says you make him proud, but he has never heard you laugh out loud. You tell me everything written on the wall, you call me a baby doll, you call me Dad. He says you are beautiful, says that
you are like a dream, He will give his life for you, he will buy you everything he quickly worships you, he will possess you, He will hold you to examine you. It's not your love to pretend. This will kill you at the end, if that's your way. Jesus BluesDens MackintoshJee to tell you a story about a man a long time ago He came down from heaven, his father's will to show usPook, by
example, everything he wanted us to know. But we wouldn't believe it. not a word that He said And we will not release him, we chose Barabas instead that we hung him on a cross until we were sure he was dead. But you know he'il be back soon. Choir:And he is in my soul, I have found Jesus, He is deep in my soul, I love Him now, and he is with me everywhere I go. Jesus
comes againDens McIntoshGive him your talent and give him time, give him your strength and give him your mind, give him his days and give him your nights, give him your love, and give him your lifeChorus:Jesus comes again, coming again to bring us home. Give him your heart and give him your hand, give him your wife, or give him your man who gave him his home or give
him his home to give him his future and give him your plans. Choir:Jesus Never FailDam MackintoshAn early in the morning before dawnI am on my knees to see what the gods have, Often I have to ask him, Lord, teach me how to pray, he always answers my child I hear what you say. Before the worlds wake up, I whispered his name, and how he always stays the same,Won't
you keep me on another busy day to give me the strength I need and lead me on the road. Choir:Jesus never forsakes me, Jesus never failsWill leave me or abandon my Lord Jesus, He never fails. Early in the morning before dawn, I put on my armor for the battle, which is fought with the belt of truth, a breastplate of righteousness, a helmet of salvation, good new shoes, and all
the rest. My left hand takes the shield of my faith, my right hand holds its sword, beginning with the day when he will sing the praises of the Master. Jude Lusco of the night knows what's wrong, knows what's right, but he doesn't push it. Walking in the light with a smile, she comes to fight, but it does not look. Choir: Draws you to your soul holds you tight then to tie yourself to
dancing on your own love of planting and watching it grow. He likes to plant and watch him grow. In the crown, she was alone, but she doesn't show it. Listen to the sounds, she's like the wind, she'il cool you down, but she doesn't know it. Choir: Bridge: She sleeps with the angels with a dawn rainbow in her window, Sharon's rose in her palm. The court is in court. We don't like
what they do so we don't like them. God is on our side. This is our cry, and someday all these knees will bend. They will receive theirs when Jesus comes again. Horus: Ah, but listen, God longs to love them, and he looks far beyond all their sin, if Jesus had come to condemn you, and I couldn't come to Him.Why can't they see you? It's going to be the last grave. They can't blame
me because I tried to save them. Choir: But listen, God longs to love them, and he looks far beyond all their sin, if Jesus had come to condemn you, and I couldn't come to Him.JudithDens Mackintosh that he played guitar so smoothly. I wondered if she was surprised if she'd known me for a long time, 40 years of living, she'd spent 30 years in pain, but wine and conversations were
about mental pain. Judith, I see you in that lady's eyes on stage. Judith, I can hear you in her sweet voice. Judith, I can feel you in the images I miss, and I want to sing with you again. You voluntarily replaced secrets and gave your soul an ordained one, and you would have stuck your body. Chorus: Just a matter of TimeDenes McIntoshBefore it starts to break before the ground
starts shaking before the eagle kills the snakeIt's only a matter of time. Before the strong displace the weak before the tap starts to flow before the end of another weekIt is just a matter of time. Before our bones start to scare before it becomes authentic, it becomes fakebefore ants swallow the cakeIt's only a matter of time. Before the offsing is dictated, before the saints become
the freaks, before we lose the will to speak, it's only a matter of time. Hore: We're going to be left with what we have, and that's going to bring us to our knees. We will be left with only what we have But that's all we need. Before the paint is ingesting before the sleeping dogs wake up before they burn us in a car, it's only a matter of time. Before the chaff eat the wheat before the
drummer falls, before the proverbs answer only the question of time. Before we settle in the state, before we get to the door before we meet our predictable fate, it's only a matter of time. Before the riots in the street before we back off before we get a little hot, it's just a matter of time. Hore: We're going to be left with what we have, and that's going to bring us to our knees. We will
be left with only what we have But that's all we need. Just a memory of Sam Dennes Mackintosh Why did you make me look like a brother? Am I not your friend? You should have directed me about your misfortune. You didn't have the right to disappear, and your kids endure the pain, is it fair to let them stay in the cold and rain? You used my love as a cheap coat to keep warm, to
be rejected when you're done, like a $20. You're your departure, only a means to an end. Why did you leave your family like Sam Stone? The hole was in your heart, my friend, the pain was in your soul. Was it time to leave? Let Jesus die for Guess. We're all going to do the best we can. We will build a fire together,try and start the dance again. We'il do our best. I had a dream last
night that there was a fire raging in the fire, I dreamed of a fire that raged on a raging fire, I don't know where it came from, I haven't seen such a fire in a while. Last night I dreamed that I was surrounded by fire last night, dreamed that I was surrounded by fire, I knew my time came when I heard the sound of this chorus of acapella. Last night, smoke was thick through the sand of
blistersThis night, smoke was thick through the beans, I know you tried to contact me But I could not hold on to my trembling hand. Last night, I dreamed that you were dancing on my graveIn the night, I dreamed that you were dancing on my grave, you would save the last dance for me, and I remember that you always said that he was with us every step of his birth, when our
death happened, when our death came to life every night, I felt that the fire was burning deep on the night of death, I felt that the fire deep inside took me surprisingly, as if the forest was burning again. Let me take me down SlowyToy McIntosh / Dance Mackintosh Spend time in many placesTo come and go with the tideGet all your money at the races and just let him ride. They
call me a man with many faces, but I just got two like everyone else, I have my own way of heaven one person is hell of another person. Choir: And if I can't stay slow, then lift me up easily when it's time to go again. And if I can't walk, I'il talk to you quietly until you lie me down again. I guess I'm crazy for jumping into the fire first, my friends say I'm lazy, but I'm tired. Beloved,
cynical and weird, but I have to get some points to try to change, I was inspired. Choir: And if I can't stay slow, then lift me up easily when it's time to go again. And if I can't walk, I'il talk to you quietly until you lie me down again. Leave my legsOnly He McIntoshYou can pull my leg, make me shake to the brain that you can take from me, relieve my pain, but my baby left my legs
alone. You can lick my fantasies, lick my stone, take my pants, make me get up and dance, but leave my toes alone. People: Leave my feet alone, I'm not the kind of one who's so inclined to leave my feet alone. You can rub me on the back, love my baby, make me put you in the legs every Saturday night, but honey, leave my feet alone. Horus: You can squeeze my sponge, you
can crush my muffins, you can love me on the phone, you can study my face, you can kiss me anywhere, but leave my dens and even visionaries, fading like everyone else, can no longer oblige the journey, or the insincerity of life. Yes, they die like everyone else, they just leave quietly, I guess. It's not in the emeralds and rubies in our sleeping vaults, but in the deep rich mud of
ancient soil. In the salt of the earth, in the song of wildlife,in a quiet yearn of a restless soul. Lifeblood.Chiseled in the hands of simple people, porated in the field,collecting food, gathering fire, drinking from the stream to quench a quiet thirst. And in the immaculate birth of sacrifice. To live your life, to raise a voice to an infinite sky. Raising your children with a nod to what is
right,with a watchful gaze, and boundless grace. It's not the gold and silver we wear on our hands, it's in recognizing strangers and smiles of friends. On the roads we traveled and the rivers we had to cross. In the trials we face and the love we have lost. It is in a humble heart, grateful for the abundance we have been given. It's in good spirits and satisfaction that we've done
everything we can. It is in our relationship with a dignified past and in the sacred land where they will lay us when one day we will finally invent the latter. The light in Dina, McIntosh, as we lose the living sun's rays, bathe in the darkness and bathe alone there. We thundered in the shadows like a dog on the street, or a cheating husband in a cheap motel while his wife fell asleep.
We carry our shame like a blanket, but we soak in the rainy search to find shelter from this spiritual pain. When we turn away from honesty and fade back into the night, the light inside will not shine through our eyes, which we must believe again, and keep the sun glowing. The ancient rocks will fall away in time. Keep looking to be a free friend, travel is life. The goal is only the end
of the line. Having BoneDenes McIntoshWindling through the treesStorm will knock you to your kneesThere is no shelter here, no more safety. Waves crashing on the coast here many times before But deep beneath the surface you will find a secret door. Choir: So wrap yourself tight, you'll be fine tonight, no matter what they say. Turn to safety tonight, tomorrow will be another
day. For too many years, they've left you speechless like a stone, but your heart remains as hot as a bone. So much hope has been lost too much, but your courage continues to grow. Chorus: So wrap yourself warm tonight you'll be fine no matter what they say. Wrap yourself in safety tonight, it'il be another day by tomorrow. Like The McKintosh Wind, you're like the wind.
Sometimes, honey, like a hurricane that's taking me so close, I can't think I can't exhale your name and find no shelter from the rain. You're like a flame that takes me away from the darkness, illuminates the path where I left, when I'm lost, you lead me back as I came. But sometimes you're a fire that burns like a funeral pyre, I can't get near you, and when I can't handle the higher
ones, I'm left naked by fire. Can't you see I'm just a chick until you move, I'il be here and blow your skin a little while all these disappointments linger. Because you're like the wind that's a good friend to me when it's burned, and when I'm cold and all alone, you're a southerly wind. Little things Dennis Mackintosh, it's just small things. The sun is shining softly through your neck, the
Light slowly fades where you narrow your breathing. That's the little thing. The faint smile on the lipsTical dancing on your fingers peaks The rhythm of the hips. Only the little things make me smile when I'm next to you. That's the little thing. The shiny sweat on the nose as I move the toesSsNeathy clothes. That's the little thing. The way you stand the long curve of the backI
touched the hand. Only the little things make me smile when I'm next to you. Live and DanceDens Mackintosh in this crazy world has to live and dance on the water if it was glass. Shout your fist at the sky lift like a bird on a maiden flight. In this crazy world of life and the dance of water like glass. Love passion while weeping with vengeance and leaving with a sweet goodbye. In
this crazy world of life and the dance of water like glass. Stretch out the stars, give the kids what you know and learn what you can. In this crazy world of life and the dance of water like glass. Walk the wind in an old pair of jeans looking at the future and following your dreams. In Dream Mackintosh, in the field I found, it may have fallen out of the sky, which could have washed out
of the sea a thousand years ago. Don't ask me how I know. Isn't it beautiful in your dream? A broken twig, a blade of grass shaped like an hour glass bee in search of flowers, we've all been here before. A spoken word, an armed arm, a quiet dance, naked by fire, the nature of the door. Isn't it beautiful in your dream? But getting away with it has always been the hardest part. The
bills for payment, the work is The car won't start. But isn't it beautiful in your dream? I love what I can touch, MackintoshComica, which your lovely smile welcomes to welcome the warm pleasure, enjoying my discovery. I can touch you and love you. The tenderness with which you speak carefully made me feel that you had wronged me was too weak to destroy your faithfulness.
Choir: Bridge: I hear your voice in my privacy I see your face in every crowded room, I taste the scent of your sweet perfume in every breeze that seduces me. The pleasures of holding you softly pressed my soul, feeling your warm desire unfolding. Choir: Bridge: The luckiest man in the worldDens MackintoshIt's not easy to be the happiest person in the world. I'm free to be who I
am. It's not easy being in love with all the girls and having a woman who gives me what she can. It is not easy to live in a sunny suburb with every convenience conveniently close to them. And wear my awning and live without any concern for anything more than tanning time. It's not easy to have a job like the one I have to make a living, whatever I want. To look at you and wear
Eva Saint Laurent costumes secretly loaded with Scotch. Choir: Well, I suffer in a sweet life than living on the streets, and all the bandits want to be worse than me. I don't want to take too long and free myself. It's not easy having lunch with the ladies and weekends playing with friends. It's not easy to have all the money to spend, one night in the city, I'll check out the latest trends.
It's not easy being in sync with the top 10MTV, which makes me have fun. Radio Blairin, the stereo that breaks the silence, records the collection, reflecting every new sound. I'm not that far away. Every time I tear sadness out of my life, it comes back. Every time I feel weak every time I need a drink, my heart beats slowly, I know it. Every time I feel sad every time I need relief,
every time my luggage is ready to go. MamaDens Mackintosh, I never asked to leave the womb, there's too much room outside my bed becomes a fine substitute, but Mom, it's not you. Mom, you hugged me in your arms and shook me, and you sang me a nice song, you kept me safe and warm, but Mom, Mom, these days are gone. Mom, you kissed me on the face and wiped
my tears with a soft, silky haircut, there's no one to take your place, I can't find you anywhere. Mom, I miss you so much, you're there to run when the boys beat me. Oh, Mom, they're mean to me again, please stop. Mom, you took my hand to help me when I fell. I can count on you to pick me up. Mom, you knew how to make the monsters go, but Mom, Mom, they're all coming
back today. Mom, I'm cold, and I feel so lonely, you never told me it was going to be like this, it's getting late, and I'm going to raise an old mother, please, don't you take me to your chest? Mannequin Day fell in love with a girl I met one night on the boulevard. He never said a word, but he looked like a Hollywood movie star. We took her home to meet my brother, we had a great
time (it's a little weird). Mom said she'd have to leave, and she said she wasn't one of ours. She's a mannequin, but I don't care. I'm going to buy her the best hair in this town. She's the best looking I've ever seen anywhere. I found her a job as a magazine model, she fits right into it. She had such smooth and lovely skin as a beauty queen. With a smile so wide that you might think
it was painted, and a person who makes me fall in love, etc. Horus: Bridge: They say she's cold as ice as if she's dead. He could never push, they said. But I like the way these big attractive eyes can't close, and I like the way my baby never says no. It looked so good next to me in my Pontiac. Dressed to please designer jeans, everyone stopped staring when I thought I heard
someone say I must have bought my baby somewhere. When it cools down, the light still shines out of the water. I fell in love with Maria's youngest daughter, who hardened up that night, and I fell fast. Choir 1:I I still see her in the moonlight, which I still see in the sky, I traveled half a life to be close to her. I left the comfort of my home and walked alone on this desolate land to
hope that I would hear it. I see her lying in an old chase parlor, she's paid attention to me, that's a fact. I was just a young man drinking 24 oz. Her face was well shaded beautiful garden hat. Chorus 2:I I was on the horizon, wandering through the darkness, scouring the ancient mysteries to find it. I stumbled into the wilderness with a dry and barren heart and came to my breath or
two from death there. I have to let her disappear like dead skin in the summer, like the day passes. Like a long-distance, coming down the houselike a snake crawling freely from it is old skin. MarilynDens MackintoshMarilin, you tried so hard to do it, but he let you stay in the parking lot last night. Marilyn, it's not nice when the man you love would dance with his drink. You must
agree that it has been Conversation,He was attentive, calm and patient with the bottle of Jim Beam.Chorus:Move of a little girlThere is a whole new world wants to blow your hair. Count your losses as water under the bridgeLook beyond the next ridge. There'il be someone waiting. Marilyn, you have to let him go when you first said hello. We had to slow him down. Don't throw good
money after bad, when you're handed a losing hand, sometimes it's worth giving up. Choir: Go to a little girlThere's a whole new world wants to blow your hair. Count your losses as water under the bridgeLook beyond the next ridge. There'il be someone waiting. Masking DayTham Mackintosh, I'm younger than my situation less than the years passed to reconcile with my fears
(laughing with my tears). I was too well aware that I was very well aware, and the consequence of love is often more than I can bear. Chorus: Friend and foe sometimes seem the samesunsha often feels like rainpleasure fades and turns into pain and life turns into a masquerade. Life turns into a masquerade. Stronger than my passion, but I wouldn't have thought of asking you for
love, that you didn't think you had any emotion, that you had to hide for another man. Let Ryde last long-lived Mackintosh ashore through OregonPazeit Northwest the final destination may be anyone's guess. With a caravan of friends who bring their special songwave attention to the wind and can ride through the last. Above the Rocky Mountains is the great divide that has risen
for the sun, which climbs in the middle of the sky. With a caravan of friends who sing their peculiar song with their backs to the wind and let the journey for a long time. To the south, through the painted desert canyons carved into the stone rivers, we just follow where they go. With a caravan of friends, sing our song's down the bend and let the journey go a long way. Let's ride in
the race. It's as if the southern Bayeux, where Cajun's sounds are sweet and the music makes you move, puts him in the rhythm of his feet. With a caravan of friends, sing our own peculiar song that takes care of the wind and let the journey for long. The hours of riding an endcrose, where one can see forever, there is nothing in its way. With a caravan of friends, sing our song with
your back to the wind and let the journey go long. North to the Great Lakes, the endless inland sea where the wind can shake the water like my heart excited me. With a caravan of friends, sing our own peculiar song that floats around the bend and let the journey go long. Let's ride long, hope our voice is strong, ride. Down the East Coast Atlantic summer will be a lifetime to go
home. With a caravan of friends singing their own peculiar songwaves of caution to the wind and can ride in the last long time. Maybe some fisherman will jump into the net and life is good, because life can own me, someone's duty can't keep living like this? Certainly! The garden grows with tomatoes and beans My clothes are just a pair of old comfortable jeans'The end'The't'don't
justify means'If I want good corn, I have good seeds to plant. And it's always good to stop, look around and listen. Put my feet in a higher place, get out of town and play. There is nothing like a good night's sleep behind an off-road ride in my 4-wheeled JeepYou have to climb this hill, no matter how steep My hopes move high and my well runs deep. And it's always good to stop,
look around and listen. Put my feet in a higher place, get out of town and play. The river sings sweetly like an old violin, I don't know where it's going, but I know where it was. There's always something new around the next turn The River could kill you, or it could be your friend. And it's always good to stop, look around and listen. Put my feet in a higher place, get out of town and
play. Get out of town and we'd better play fish. Morning light McIntosh lights, I can breathe deeply. I could be alive today. The morning light, the darkness will leave, quickly move away and move out. Morning light, I can see clearly. It was a bit cloudy at night. Morning light dancing like jewelry on a young girl's hand at my door. Choir: Pink glasses can't do that. The smell of
morning, a natural kiss. Steam rises from the rocks in the yard as the sun warms the ground in my garden. Morning light, I'il sing. We were all born again at the beginning of the day. Morning light, it's time to start. Like a bum who has something to say. Choir: Pink glasses can't do that. The smell of morning, a natural kiss. The parrot, which rises from the rocks in the yard as the
sun warms the earth in my gardenMyThIsDens Mackintosh, I heard the sound of a hand clapping that I saw the Northern Lights I found clean water in the desert, I felt the spirit late at night, When he towered Savior, he walked through the clouds, stuffed himself on the buddha's bat. Choir: But my eyes dance at the sight of you, my knees weakened by your touch. I hear music
when your voice fills me. I'm excited about mentioning your name, and you're giving me a break at dawn. I get restless every time I can't sleep when you're gone. I was in Moroccoseals Marrakech Express, high in Casablanca, with the sacred and possessed. I was 10000000000 in Istanbul from the beauty and the beastssseer my seed inside the templefollowing the holiday. Choir:
But my eyes dance at the sight of you, my knees weakened by your touch. I hear music when your voice fills me. I'm excited about mentioning your name, and you're giving me a break at dawn. I get restless every time I can't sleep when you're gone. Bridge: One hand applauds for the Northern Lights.The water flows clearly at night. I see the Savior passing through the clouds,
Buddha, he wears a sacred swirl. My son, Nanti Mackintosh, comes back through my misty pasta, unraveling quickly through a glass and I can't get it back, it goes through an hour of glass and I can't get it back. And then I bought a silver pistol to shoot my son. Choir: There's a river that flows clean and crystal clear, I dreamed that this time was approachingSomething is heard to
be furious as a lover. My eyes are torn apart by crawling under the covers. Someone called from Idaho a quiet stranger. It's not the time to turn around in the desert, and then he got shot in the desert under Palm Springs, what they gave him with a blanket of hard stone and dead. He was nobody to them. But he was Steven to me. One night, he was driving his car on a mountain.
He didn't survive the flight. He lost his mind for a moment when I was on the road, and he had to pay for the trip with his life. The paper called him high. But he was Jimmy to me. I'm tired of waiting for my turn to die. I've been alive for so long, and my friends are gone. This morning, he received his message to report to the draft board. He couldn't cope with a war of politicians and
fell asleep deep at dawn. The newspaper called it suicide. He was Johnny to me. Walking the streets, trying to beat the world while it's just blushing. He didn't see the other car coming to the boulevard. I didn't even get a chance to turn my head. In the paper, I called it reckless. He was Ricky to me. I'm tired of waiting for my turn to die. I've been alive so long. And my friends are
gone. She was 17, 7,5,7, close to drug trafficking, but she didn't realize she was over her head. She had friends she didn't want, but she trusted them without thought and died one night alone in my bed. The newspaper called it a tragedy. She was tammy to me. I'm tired of waiting for my turn to die. I was alive. Goodbye. And my friends are gone. She was my best friend five years
ago, her life slowly melting like wine. I had a two-year-old son I loved as my plane crash, took her own life in '89.' The newspaper called her unhappy. She was Laura to me. He had a welcoming smile like a lazy side, dancing to the beat of his own drum. The press says he's missing. He was Ron to me. I'm tired of waiting for my turn to die. I've been alive so long. And my friends
are gone. He was my partner in the song, we played and sang all night, shared the stage and turned us on. But he was so damned, he couldn't take it anymore, and he blew his brains all over the wall. The paper says he likes it. He was Miguel to me. He was an extraordinary man and he was a good friend of mine, I never lost anything to say. But he outlined his boundaries too
wide, and it cost him His life He died with a needle in his vein. The paper says he was alone. For me, it was Mickey. I'm tired of waiting for my turn to die. I've been alive so long. And my friends are gone. I've been alive so long. And my friends are gone. It'il give me another start on where I'm going. And I want you to come with me, someone gave me a song that I have to sing, but
you belong to me. And I love you, I'm free to be a part of you again. I love you, I want you to be my wife, lover and friend. I have a song to sing, but you belong to me. A long time ago, I loved you, you were young, and I was crazy. I want you to know that I have watched you become a lovely lady, My Lord, Dunn, My Lord Mackintosh, My Lord is faithful, My Lord, he is mine, my
Lord, he is merciful, my lord, My Lord, is a man on whom I can trust. Choir: My Lord, he moves the mountains my Lord holds the sea'my Lord commanded all that my Lord commanded to fit in with me. My Lord, He is mercy, my Lord, He is strong, My Lord, perfect, my lord, My Lord, is never sinful. Choir: My Lord, He is patient, my Lord, He is My dear Lord, He is holy, my Lord
brings peace to my mind. I'm going to learn to be the father you need, and when I can hope to be the father I need to be. My sons love you both, and I will always be close to you. Sometimes I know I'm going to ruin you because I'm weak and fragile. But I'il be strong when it doesn't matter what that circumstance is. Yes, I will be as strong as Superman as long as I can resist. And I
will be so proud that you have allowed compassion to abound and love to become a common ground that you will both be found forever. And you'il be such wonderful men if you're good people. I know you're going to fail over and over again, just as sure as I am. My sons, you have come I'il be your father. My sons love you both, and I will always be close to you. My sweet
Angelina Dedes Mackintosh 99, a tough road through a very difficult city, stops mom from walking with the drivers at the pump, mr., looking for a small pickup truck,give some money on the highway, then to my friend, again on this lonely road. Let's scroll through the big platform on a broken white line, in the darkness of a vanishing sky. Like a corpse shooting at the Rio Grande
like an old denim ticket shooting on the Rio Grande highway, passing by the spot I left packing only my bag before I left last night, the door hit me in the back for the last time that another love affair kicked me, that's life. He let the grass grow, the cat found a home with the neighbor. She doesn't make fun of me with my sweet Angelina, who went to bed with the mayor of my own
town. As they say, last night in petal café by the metal until dawn, I am a man who can get away without the girl who did it badly, but a man can not move without coffee. I said a man can't drive on the road without his coffee. My way home Peasants, rocks like the mountains that descend from my feet, drifting from the hands of time and what i did to the sea. Pelicans patrol the
waves in their ritual of searching for food in a single file on a windy afternoon. Sea lions, lazy in the warm sun, who are free at Shelter CoveBeyo to love the danger of the dark sea, where it is dangerous to be alone. Black sandy beaches remained untouched traces in the sandMan can feel as close to God as anyone can. The sun sinks slowly into the evening celestial heart, which
rises with the tide, I will find my way to the home, which is carried. Denes McIntosh Chorus's new health care: Waiting in line, all of us at the drug pharmacy to make us happy, medications to make us sleep medications to make us stronger, brand or cheap drugs to make us better, drugs that make us sick drugs to calm us down, drugs to give us elevator Chorus: Drugs to stop
shaking medications for digestion Medications to stop pain , drugs to combat infection Drugs to stop edema, drugs for cleansing fog Drugs for blood thinning, when the arteries are clogged People: Drugs to treat depression, drugs for quitting smoking Drugs to build our muscles, drugs to prevent suffocation Drugs for anxiety, drugs for our skin Drugs for sensitivity , drugs for
erection Hor: Drugs to prevent pregnancy , weight loss medications Drugs to make wrinkles disappear from our face Drugs to help us remember, drugs that help us forget drugs to make us younger, drugs to help delay Our Death Choir: No EmotionDen McIntoshGood to her, her, Are you doing today? I was looking forward to your smile on your face. I'm so tired of this business
charadeIt leaves me longing for someone to hug. Choir: No emotion, I'll try not to cry. Can I get some lotion because my hands are dry? I saw your camisole, and you saw all my connections, but let's get back to business, because that's the best disguise. About the pain and pain and memories of sleeping in the rain for longing for change and for feelings that are spent in vain. We
dared you to come near me, that I was terrified. Share your secrets, and I learned to share mine. You were standing next to me at the weakest time my friend was so hard to find. Get off the mountain, I can't breathe down there, far down the river. Choir: I'll come to you in the early morning as someone who sees shelter from the raging storm. Get off the mountain, get off the
mountain, it's cold, the snow is too humid, and the winds are too dry. Choir: It's too early in the day to feel so far into the game to be afraid of the past. It's too late in the journey to get back, too far along the way with a one-way card. Get off the mountain, the air is too thin, I can't live on a wing and a prayer anymore. He can't see anyone crying in pain. Horus: They say I see your
sadness, but my friend is obliged to come back tomorrow, but I don't have time today. I have things to do to chew people to see places I need to be. I have prayers to say that for the 1 boys, they're going to be up to one trading day for so long that today is not the time. Why can't they see someone suffering long enough, why can't they see someone who needs to be loved. Choir:
On a higher planeNareda MackintoshIt was just a thought, not quite a revelation, but it seems like a waste of my time. I got a ticket to the opera, drank the last drop of the faucet and got on the last train. Hor: But you're coming to me I know you're going to do it. I'il hear your voice from the far hills. You're going to comfort me in this heavy rain. And I will live again on higher Plane.It it
was only a moment, not very soon, before I lost my way in the dark. I called the deaf girl with a whisper and the blind man with light, called a neighbor's dog with my bark. Hor: But you're coming to me, I know you. I'il hear your voice from the far hills. You're going to comfort me in this heavy rain. And I will live again on the higher level: crawl like a snake that descends from the
hand of God, who doubts the attempt to deliver this demon. The fall from this blessed grace slipped into this forgotten placeSoutly as fuzzy in the ashes of a world went wrong. Hor: But you're coming to me I know you're going to do it. I'il hear your voice from the far hills. You're going to comfort me in this heavy rain. And I'm going to live on a high plane.Another eyeAden
McIntoshLook the last time you were angryLook past you think you don't look honestLook past the little things that drive you crazyLook over the doubt that you do not bug yourself not to tell yourself the past you had before todayI look through the thought of what you leave, so as not to tell you that you did not say on the wayLook when you may have been careless. Horus: Look for
reassurance. For that sweet inspiration in your life. Look at each other to find forgiveness. Look deep into each other. Bridge: This is where you will find the one you loveIt is where your loved one lives, so you will fill each other, so you will find out who your lover is. Look behind this mansion on the other side of the hillLook past the things you want to achieve,Look behind your
passion, past the power of your willLook at the things you believe. Look at each other for reassurance. For that sweet inspiration in your life. Look at each other to find forgiveness. Look deep into each other. Look at each other to find forgiveness. Look deep into each other. Look deep into each other. Just one step into GroundDenes McIntosh, I lived all week trying to sleep.
Waiting all night for the dawn to come the night came too late for me The sky fell around me, it collapsed around my feet The Earth shook like a lover who had a hard time on his knees. Isn't that the kind of life with your head in the clouds, step on the moon, my friend, and the other foot on the ground. I have to remind you every time you make a sound, someone else will record it. I
walk on the sleeves of my handsHold the fire in your teeth Give me ten percent of Jesus and I have 90 left for me. I scrape my salt off the ground, drink my whiskey from the stream I take my soul in the storm, that I've never been so clean. Choir:And yes, but we didn't have a thought, but when nature moves, of course, I met a woman from bruno's house, we talked about life the
moment a bell was mentioned. She took the stones from my bags, she took the weight from my cargo, she shook the dust from her wings and disappeared along the way. The sun came west today the rain rose to the clouds, which I myself climbed on my way out of the city. Trees from the sidewalk, planted in the ground, my knees were shaking like a wet dog that does not make
a sound. I called the coroner to pick you up until the Queen came for tea. I saw you smiling in my sleep when I heard you laughing at my door, opened it to find you naked on the porch. One life in Mackintosh, I only have one life that I've been given, and I only have one chance to be worth my life. I know you're with me. I saw you in the morning with the sun out, and I felt you warm
me up. I've seen you in the faces of my friends trying to warn me. You came and saved me from deep and dark despair when I was all alone to find you there. You're grizzing for me, offering your heart, but now I'm home, I'm home now. OutsiteDamy Mackintosh He was all alone because he chose to be, but was born to see things differently. He had grown up at an age when most
young men could not be. The ladies loved him, told them the truth, something they hadn't known before. He gave them dignity, not like the other men who made them all for house whores. And he was more enduring, he was an honest man, and he would raise up those who would not understand. And he was a rebel, but not without challenging a song of honesty, because there's
been no one since he's been gone. He went his own way, but he couldn't straighten it out. Choir: Singing a song about justice. In front of your works of love Mackintosh, I slept in a ditch on the road and in the valley of despair. It's fed in a dungeon where a devil lives. Lost in the woods, found in the alley, ignored in the crowd. I was out of my head dumped for dead and beaten. I
was abandoned by my best friend for a better friend. I was betrayed from my own point of view and lost my way. I drowned in my own grief and in your grief. But I learned to live before your love and without your weak lies. Perfect LoveDenes McIntoshLove is like a river start on a hill too high to climb. Something I can't climb, I can't climb over the trees. And this river will not come
to me, crawling and tender as a stream. This river always seems to be run by me, like the warning it carries. Love is like an eagle that is above the clouds beyond the blue. Over the week and weak spots I'm used to. And this eagle will not come to measure the breeze, which seems that the eagle always runs from me high above the highest trees higher than my heart. Perfect love,
it's me in Jesus to ruin life without requiring. His love has come to set us free to live his perfect plan. We must surrender all our sins. He will give you love that you thought you would never find my friend, and time will allow you to love Him again. The people I've given them, I've been on the wide road. Horus: But there will come a time when I will no longer have to rhyme the
gospel, I will end my service of the Lord.There will come a day when I will hear sweet Jesus say: Enter a good and faithful servant, you will receive your reward. There are people in town who rush around because they always look down. Good people in this country just cut the land, tried to live, but they don't know where they're tied up. Choir: There are people in churches who
don't behave like they've been coming to church for years, but they're on their way to hell. And those in the ministry are not difficult to say that they freely use the name of God, but they are only servants of themselves. Choir: The philosopher Deness Mackintosh An old man I had the pleasure of recognizing him when the bar was closed on the streets of Greece, so far from home
he said something I already know. But it's good to hear it again, coming from someone like himNad filthy and an elderly friend who is fighting the war with a pen. He said, Son, you must have come to me to learn the price of freedomTay believe that man is free when he puts his faith before his greed. Love is strong, even when you're a weak undress for yourself, you'll come back to
be the measure of your dignity. Kindness will return to be the measure of your dignity. Love is inside every woman and man, and peace will be a companion. Take My UpDenes McIntosh / Terry Talbot It changes me I'm growing from day to day But I've never been like this before. He's changing me, so I can say God, let me give you more. He's moving into my life, I've fought back
against the struggles I'm not going to stand in his way again. He moves in His Holy Spirit, I must not fear him Now I know that He will send His love. Horus: And I will say, Take me with your power, let me move, and then, through your love, do not let me remain silent, prepare me before you come again. He is looking for a few to send to whom he can depend on his power. He's
looking for some good friends who will stand up again, where Stephen stood in his final hour. Is he moving in your life? Did he turn to you? Will you stand in His way again? Does he move through His Holy Spirit? You no longer have to be afraid of him NowYou know it's love he's going to send. Poet: Poet Dave Mackintosh, who I was called a poet and called myself punk and didn't
know he was sober and i was drunk. I don't remember what I wrote and wrote thousands of songs about you, but most of them are crap that call me the mistress I used to call, who covered herself when you came through the door. I encountered the world fearlessly scared to the core, was not satisfied with nothing and wanted nothing more. What's it going to cost me to be like
someone else? One man's paradise is the hell of other people. One thing I learned if I don't remember anything else. I have to be right. I have to be true to myself. Enthusiast, dynasty buildings, nestled like the homeless, do not keep the cold from their beds. Winter finds a way to make unwanted entry through the cracks as a visit from the dead. Enveloping costumes carrying
weak souls and bodies confirmed, torn and bruised impossible. Old people who bleed cheap wine and cheap diseasesliving on the verge of despair. You're a nasty man you're wearing. Politician, you fade faster than empty, empty and repetitive prayer. Every day, the survival of the adapted survivors by the rules of the street. Choir: free, hollow, sad, sad, faces betray their age like
wine. We dare not even dream of other placesborn too old, but still too young to die. Choir: You plant the weeds to fill the cracks in our sidewalksin flowers for your hair mistress. Your promises turned out to be as bare as the truth of your endless relationship. Choir: Popular Don't Make It RightDenes McIntosh They kill our children in the clinic by spilling their unborn bodies in the
trash, while doctors and lawyers discuss the moment life began because no one is ready to give up. Love has not come down to those who do not hold their unindicted attention, along with the action they have chosen to take, knows the price of lost innocence, but it will be great, who stand end with deaf ears and blind eyes, will be charged with their ultimate destiny. If you can't
afford to protect yourself, you won't let them live, there's someone who would like to have your child. If it's too embarrassing, it doesn't suit your lifestyle, it's no reason to condemn the unborn child. Don't give me any reason not to sympathize. You can justify everything once and too often twice. Accepting society doesn't make it valid and popular doesn't do it right. Love the one
you're with, if you like, but consider the price. Choir:(Inspired by the French practice of using aborted fruits for the production of cosmetics. He changes me day by day, but I've never been like that. He changed me in a deep and lasting way, I asked Him: Lord, may I give you more? Choir: He's been moving in my life since I gave up. I will not stand in His way againI am not afraid of
the Holy GhostSomething I am already afraid of him, I must not fear him now, and he wants to send Isil out of the Supreme Supreme tongues of fire, before he returns again, redemption does not have to lift your head, he did not have much time before he came again. He seeks a few good men, He can count on entrusting His power, who seeks out a few good friends who will
endure again as Stephen stood in his final hour. Choir: Does he move in your life? Will you stand in His way again? Does he move through His Holy Spirit? You no longer have to be afraid of him, you know He wants to send. The power of curling powerful tongues of fire before it comes again twists your head that there is not much time before He comes again. The predator is
mackintosh, which is in the shadow, shows no fear as the night rolls. Choir: A handshake for the blood killer who will sneak in at night on another hunt. His pulse is leaking, his breath is throb and he's looking. Choir: A handshake for the blood killer who will sneak in at night on another hunt. Run for your life you will meet your deathclosed by the breathlessness of the air for
breathChoice:Thundering for the killing of blood, which will sneak in at night on another hunt. He drags you on your head to the ground, he wants to live- he won't squeeze you: Pulling for the blood that will sneak in at night on another hunt. Pure heart of heart I do not want to become the kind of person who gave me his bed without returning to the cold floor without a word that he
died, should not have happened, but his own discomfort over mine is what he prefers. Blessed are the pure hearts. There's a businessman trying to reach the bags, selling his soul for what he's left behind by people he's walked after everything he's ever had, gone. Blessed are the pure hearts. There is a man who spends his life in poverty, but what he has acquired honestly will
die someday, but with dignity and his friends will say such a loss will be. Blessed are the pure hearts. There are those who wait to beat up every lost and lonely fugitive who is naïve, leaves them betrayed, unsuspecting along the way. Blessed are the pure hearts. David opened the doors of his house to those who had nowhere else to go to the funerals, he fed and clothed that he
loved them as well as his own. Blessed are the pure hearts. The sky moves forever like a newly-painted one. purple, yellow and yellow with a little red. As far as I can see, I can see the great plan, the ancient plan, the ancient hand of time, as far as I know, I know there is only one who can draw the greatest mysteries of this life. Choir: I feel alive again, my heart rises with the
sunIncessual favor like the return of the prodigal son Lubto, which my love is to fix the chili in a cast iron event early in the morning. There are many more important men than me who live without reason to be inspired. Chorus: The sun warms the earth like a blanket warms the body of a cold and once shivering manHoly warns the shadows and the continuing fog that darkness
cannot cover this earth. Darkness cannot cover this earth. River side MackintoshLoy, the river can guess that it is around the bend, they will pave the length of any border land. When the rain starts to fall, it doesn't start to stop in an ocean where there was a lake. We'il collect our friends photos and pets on a frantic afternoon, because that's all we get. We'il stay in the line
hardened near the storm for another cup of coffee and a blanket to keep warm. Choir: Build your home on the mountainto your feet on the rock as the water rises the city begins to speak. We had to follow Jesus Slda, take him to the dance, if the water rises, I hope we have another chance. The RoadDenes McIntoshEnteralway, which can not be seen with the naked eyeIt goes
where you can not walk from a random passer-by from the Blue and wander where he wants in the fading light Never ends, just begins, somehow quietly as. I walk down a path that calls me from where I grew up, which invites me to abandon my past and everything I know promises on earth and heaven, and tempts me to the bone'S No Guarantees, just a garden made of stone.
And you will not get lost in sadnessWill not succumb to what is calledWill not be caught in the madness un submitable may stumble, but I will not fall. I walk down a path that confuses me if I linger there, ditches, dangerous rocks and a sign of posts everywhere, put one foot in front of the other and say a quiet prayer, I promise you, I swear. And you will not get lost in sadnessWill
not succumb to what is calledWill not be caught in the madness un submitable may stumble, but I will not fall. I decided to write a song about the people who treated me to the saints who had worked so long that they had gone to glory. Choir: I appreciate the way you shone in front of the city. You kept the faith, and sometimes you even gave your life, it's so bad we didn't meet
while you were here. The evidence is still in the battles that taught me what taught me that I really knew him. Choir: If your loved ones have gone upon the kingdom far beyond what we see we will welcome them into the air, they will all be there They will come in glory. Choir: And they'll appreciate the way we light up in front of the city. It's not a pity. We'll rejoice together before
Lord.Seattle CallingDennis MackintoshHorus:Seattle shouting, the road that moves north Heaven fell with a deafening roar. The sky fell with the deafening roar. My brother's been cut off like a man on a limb. No one knows how it could have happened to him. No one knows how it could have happened to him. Chorus:Seattle shouts, the road is moving northBeach fell with a
deafening roar. The sky fell with the deafening roar. My brother won't sit at my table, I'il never be able to talk to him. I'il never be able to talk to him. Chorus:Seattle shouts, the road is moving northBeach fell with a deafening roar. The sky fell with the deafening roar. I want to get over the years that we didn't miss as I followed my path, and he followed his path. Chorus:Seattle
shouts, the road is moving northBeach fell with a deafening roar. The sky fell with the deafening roar. Sing it LowDenes McIntoshYou need to return to the water, I was stuck too long in the barren plains of Idaho, where one has to sing lonely songs. We have to go back to the place where the river meets the sea with fruit trees that grow on the banks, where the wind quietly calls
me. I have to go back to the music I learned when I was a child three chords and a simple melody of harmony to make the poor man smile. Choir: Sing it, sing it low my friends, sing it your sweet movement to the sky, move your body to the beat. Take it out, get it out of my friends, please raise your voice, along with my thought voice. We have to get back to the road where my
family used to go when a kid knew dad was coming home the night he got the job done. We must return to changing our innocence a long time ago, when a man's word was a lasting bond and its value was not measured in gold. Choir: Sing it, sing it low my friends, sing it your sweet movement to the sky, move your body to the beat. Take it out, get it out of my friends, please
raise your voice, along with my thought voice. Swing a cute chariot so you can carry me home when I get home to take me home. I saw a group of angels chasing me to take me home. Swing a cute chariot to drive me home to drive me home. The sky is sometimes higher than ever. soft and tender eyes and more clumping. Wider than my boundless passion more precisely than
the sun and more seductive. Deeper than my increasing capacity for love and more enduring. And I'm Sky sometimes or wind, but you're heaven. As a reminder of waiting by the door while he showered. Softer than silk says like dawn and more attractive. Sweeter than lyric in the song's silence and more revealing. And I'm Skye sometimes or wind, You don't know where you're
going, you don't know why you're laughing, you know what it's like today you don't know about the hour, but I know you can't wait much longerI don't know it has to be now orChorus:You'll get away right now, Jesus may come back todayYou may not give you time to say Lord just give me another day. You try to walk in the sunset trying to talk to the flowers because you think
they'il understand. Choir: You wonder where all the sorrow comes from as confusion turns around your eyes, you wonder where all the love has gone, and wonder if Jesus really died. Choir: Slipstream Dens Mackintosh Let the river take you to take the water to cover your pain Let the current move you from this long-forgotten place. Let the river speak to you, let the water call you
by its name Let the current carry you like a quiet train. May the river comfort you, let it cool your hot ilo and let the present dance with all of you here and now. Let the river hold you let the water flow into the sky and let the current sing you the sweetest lullaby. My breath freezes in the early light, in early light It gets cold. I will grow old from the inside with death, which burns a

cross on an empty sky, which I age from the inside. Choir: It's not like it wasn't supposed to happen It's not like a big surprise Every life will disappear and nowSomeone will say goodbye before their time. Now everything's slowing down. Now everything that's collapsed is falling. Now everything is winding south. Choir: SongismDenes Mackintosh Prism, Schism, Baelism, Baptism,
Buddhism, Deism, Fascism, Realism, Snobbery, Truism, Athism, Terinechism, Barbarism Brutalism Anarchism. Don't buy what they sell. Catachism, Calvinism, Cataclysm, Chauvinism, Communism, Despotism, Selfishness, Embolism, Fetishism, Feudalism, Fatalism, Hinduism, Humanism Hedonism, Exorcism. Choir: Heroism, hypnosis, Islamism, fundamentalism, Judaism,
moralism, mysticism, nepotism, nihilism, occultism, optimism, organism, since. Spiritualism. Choir: selfishness, pessimism, plagiarism, pugilism, Satanism, skepticism, socialism, stoicism, symbolism, synchronicism, terrorism, tribalism, verbalism, vows, journalism. Choir: Vulgarism, Zionism, Absolutism, Aestheism, Agnosticism, Agnosticism, Anachronism, Anglicanism, Animal Art,
Antagonism, Capitalism, Conservatism, Evangelism, Bigotry. Choir: Determinism, Expressionism, Outsiderism, Federalism, Imperialism, Impressionism, Patriotism, Separatism, Darwinism, Liberalism, TELEVISION, Spiritual Feminism. Choir:A song about FamilyDenes McIntosh Redemption for my sin and the selfish life I lived, Jesus died for everything I was. But he said, My
father allowed me to take my people to the cross, to give them the faith they don't need, dad to watch and count my price, they'll know I love them. They'il know I love them. If not for a Savior like Him, we wouldn't know each other. If not for a Savior like Him, we wouldn't love each other, but he made us sisters and brothers. If not for people like you, life will be lonelyIf not for people
like you life will only be a place to go through. But you do so much more than a place to spend your days. So much more for me in so many ways. You know I love you. A song about YouDenes McIntosh You have given me love for many years I have not been a man to give so much of mine that you gave from your laughter and tears, but I keep my feelings hidden deep inside.
Hore: Not because I didn't love you, not because I didn't care because I didn't think about you, but my life was so hard to share. You give me your grace for many seasons that forgive me every time I learn to love you for a thousand different reasons that I wish I could come before you call me. Choir: A song of lost friendshipI was a man who laughed so freely that I gave so much
that I knew a man who loved life and the friends his heart tried to touch. Something lied to him that it was a shallow promise that he tried to believe that I tried to love him, but he wouldn't stay that fan coming and blowing my friend. He left to find a better life across the hill, which I heard my friend was still looking for. The darkness descended into the night. Maybe darkness will help
him find the light. I knew a man who laughed so indifferently that I fell so much in love with a man who fell in love with the life and friends he tried to touch. Songs of GodDenes McIntoshH Comes a time when I do not know what not to matter how I try it hurts to you, but just keep forgiving over and overOn every time I sin that I have hurt a friend. Choir: How can a God love me so
much? How can Jesus heal me with one touch? How can he take care of me for being so mean? God, I don't understand. But I love you and I see that I love you, Lord, because you loved me. When I feel bad and you always come every time without a doubt, you pull me off the ground when I thank you and I feel pretty good, you always do what I never thought you could. Choir:
Soon You'll Be Dancing Deemiy MackintoshHor: You have to stand up from your catch over these bad circumstances, you have to take a deeper breath than the dead step and soon you'll be dancin'. The world hasn't given you the pleasure of finding the street that cried with your tears. Loneliness abounds, silence is the only one to greet your virgin ears. Choir: Half-desert
abandoned, used, abused and ruthless as harmless without carriage. Stereotype and brandingdo you can't resist this, and you want to run and hideChorus: Bridge: well, well, well, it's okRepet: I repeat chorus:Soul of a ManJosh McIntosh /Den McesIntoshGreen as your teenage age fraternity next week without pay You'll dance on air tomorrow walking on coal today. Your love is
like a hammer that moistens my heart how much I can take it before it breaks down. I can feel the water in your river taking the salt from your sea will, but fragile as a rose in the spring. Hard as granite with the soul of a man who lives with a smile and a seizure in his hand. Chorus: You spent what seemed life time just trying to make it through the heavy rain and thunder you kept
dry. Your neighborhood is bleak with trees through the power lines, but your truth shines like daggers at night. Your window is open, you can move away from the pain that your heart is an ocean that you can walk between The Rain Of Avius, all my promise, the Gideon bones, I'il be right here behind you while you stand alone. I'm just a man... but I'il be there for you. Stronger than
MeDens MackintoshRive, he walks past me like a pini from the door. Like a day behind me, like the unbreakable hand of fate. Every man has shook hands with this misunderstood hand of destiny. The river screams like a fugitive to descend on these rusty tracks in the flooding rain. I hear this rain warning. The river moves fast like a mountain that burns like a morning when it
leaves me as a message on the rope. Like a Sunday choir, I hear that voice on the rope. The river continues to move on its way to the sea through the cold earth and hard rock, which is much stronger than me. Any blind man can see that he's much stronger than me. fly in a tin can. You call it a trip I call it getting from I was where I was. We need to check and check again. They
might even be looking for you to take off your shoes. Not another visit to the mall. Don't make me do it, it'il make a psychiatric patient with his head pinned to the wall. You call it a break from our routine, I call it obscene how they insult you, and they bombard you with an endless stream of mindless footage of it, and so all the meaningless conversations like social media in the
crappy table drink can't even think. We eat cheap snacks. Not another visit to the mall. Don't make me do it, it'il make a psychiatric patient with his head pinned to the wall. You call it exciting. It's not an invitation, it's a bad dream. I can't believe I landed on this Godforsaken planet where I can't scream. They move me through all the noise and confusion in an agreed relationship
with the leader of the other sheep. Not another visit to the mall. Don't make me do it, it'il make a psychiatric patient with his head pinned to the wall. Get off the plane shriver and move away to your luggage. I don't care if they're trying to sell you gas, insurance and a better ride than your average economy. Get out of the airport. Drive in a circle around the terminalsbefore you can
escape the highway, fight at peak hours there, the nightmare is not a nice look, it's just another day, say paradise there. Not another visit to the mall. Don't make me do it, it'il make a psychiatric patient with his head pinned to the wall. It's not a free card to prove who you are to make another account. (Read more) You're finally here, resting, looking around and finding yourself in an
unstable room, with no view, very bad food. Not another visit to the mall. Don't make me do it, it'il make a psychiatric patient with his head pinned to the wall. But I just want to tell you that I haven't found much to look around, but it just seems to knock me down. Watched. all the wrong places, and I was looking for all the wrong things I wasn't looking for Jesus, I wasn't looking for
the king. I used to drink and think my illusions were real. I was wondering about the life I was leading to make sure I was free. Choir: For another to say, Edens Mackintosh, the phone rang. My indifference screamed loudly across the line. You were quiet. He had learned to let the moment take his time. The radio played a song I hadn't heard since you were here. It was our song, I
remember, but I didn't care and I never broke down in tears. I've been away from you even when I'm there for you. I was a fool to you, but I couldn't do it right. &gt; But I can't love you, girl to tell you. Your letter came. I keep it on the locker next to the bed. I'il never open it. But you know I'il always wonder what you were saying. I've been away from you even when I'm there for you. I
was a fool to you, but I couldn't do it right. I was loyal to you in my own strange way. But I don't love you, a girl who's for someone else to say. They're all looking for Dens MackintoshThere's a woman over there sleeping on the back beam. Choir: Everyone is looking for light they can't find. Everyone is looking at the light Jesus shines. They are left standing in the street so high that
they cannot come down to judge them that our hearts have become too cold. Ah, but how Jesus greeted the of the earth He told you, without sin threw the stone. We must stop accepting them, we must stop accusing them that we must stop denying them, we must stop accepting them, we must stop accepting them. It's not like it slipped away from me, I can't see the woods for the
trees. Mom tried to warn Memz, she said,You're going to be a violent son, you can't wear your heart up your sleeve. If I'm going to be a beloved friend, I'm going to be loved for who I am, not for what you might want me to be. If it hurts again, I won't pretend it doesn't matter to me. You don't hold the rainbow colors in your hand, you don't hold the brush on your command. Things
are slipping away (2)Dens Mackintosh It's not like they're slipping away from me, I can't see the forest for the trees. Mom tried to warn Memza, she said she was going to be a violent son, you just can't wear your heart on your sleeve. it's not honesty. I was not born for thisIt worn me out, I guess it took my strength and left me feeling weak. Choir: But I'll remember you, you were my
friend, and you told the truth. You grabbed my heart and melted. I'il remember you. It's not like it was like he was changing quickly for me like a bitter wind blowing in a raging sea. I can't keep him, I gave him my best, but every time I support him, he hits me on my knees. Choir: But I'll remember you, you were my friend, and you told the truth. You grabbed my heart and melted. I'il
remember you. This Man JesusDay MackintoshNee of God, He became the man of men over the centuries, he held his hand He walked along the Canaan coast and the shores of Galilee, called Simon, Andrew, Jacob and JohnChe said come follow me, leave your nets, only where they lie, you will not need them again, for I intend to turn my friends into skillful human. Choir:
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, He roamed the rural demons from his homes, preparing his disciples, healing people, where they welcomed Him to Jerusalem, then killed him in the crosshairs because he came to save the lost. Horus: More than owning all the treasures in the land that my heart yearns to be as someone I have studied in the
scriptures, whom I have known by his grace, who I have followed along the path I have never seen his face worshipping in the temple and talking to him on a day of foreman, forgiven of all kinds that I have done wrong. You are Lord Dee Mackintosh, you will praise your holy name, I will praise Your holy name, for you are Lord. I'il serve you all day... I'il love you for the rest of my
life... I'il praise your holy name... Thunder MountainDens MackintoshLein at 1,900 metersAir. Pine trees reaching high for the sky to soak up the autumn light. Sierra, at our pace, after us, to a very secret place. Silver Lake, the son of your eyes, deep under the granite face of the Thunder Choir: Let me lie in the comfort of your hands. Let me be cured in you, let me be warm. Let
the river teach me how to bend, let the mountain give me strength again. In the evening, it falls with fading light, looking pink into a painted sky. Breathless, before it's dark, I hear the sound of my own heart. Silver Lake, the blue of your eyes, deep beneath the granite face of Thunder Mountain Choir: Let me sit in the comfort of your hands. Let me be cured in you, let me be warm.
Let the river teach me how to bend, let the mountain give me strength again. Let the mountain give me strength again. Cool boyDenes - Hard as a nail. Kiss the sky with your rage, shake the earth with your wrath, get drunk on the innocent salary. The stiff, the stone, the head of hardened steel. Smother the meek with your hands, lubricate the weak with your heel. Hor: Who the
hell do you think you're going to steal a young man's dreams? Cut him off in his own yard because you can? Hefty, a gun in your hand, led by your own. To tear the son apart from the mothers of the closing of the day. Hor: Who the hell do you think you're going to steal a young man's dreams? Cut him off in his own yard because you can? Don't tell me you'il fall in love with your
obsession with street man aggression. But you're crazy. You were framed by the big man. And that impression is an accurate assessment of the scene. If you get on with their investment, you respect their will by emphasizing the adolescent's acceptance, you're afraid of rejection, because maybe Mom wants you to stay out of this thing. That's crazy, you shut up. Let it pass until
you stop by, living lies like they're true. A tough guy who's knocked him down on a system that puts your foot up to your neck. But anger is not a license for your disrespect. Choir: Rant 2:You will be eye-catching for the eye that the other winds blind like you. But he didn't look at you, you took a... and his life lived it. You never learned to turn the other cheek. I didn't learn to be a
man, just a pimp on the street, who was throwing hats and popping a virgin ass like you, as you can see big daddy doing on MTV. You want your chicks for free. You expect respect from me, but you don't want to win it, you don't learn it. You don't give anything but a lot of grief. Isn't that heavy? Isn't it just deep? Victim of PrivilegeDenes McIntoshYou can go for a walk in your
shiny new carBuy a pound of fine Beluga caviarPaza for precious diamonds down in ZanzibarMake love to your sexy new bodyguardAny wish you thought on your own commandMamy your money, talk with that expensive tan dial your own man medicine, makeyou travel by phone in each hand (hey Bob)Chorus You're just another victim You pay for all the girls, and all the young
boys, but I wouldn't want to walk a mile on your shoes. Because you're just another victim. Just another victim of privilegeClymb that the social ladder with a hundred dollar banknotesBuy yourself devotion and the latest thrillsBehind this wild beast with your nefarious will But you will never support it without this little blue pillChorus:Because you are just another victim Are just
another victim The visitor's visit on the night I am alone. He visits me at night when I feel down. He visits me at night, that I'm drained to the bone. He knows me, he only knows. And I think I can see him in my dreams when He's gone. And I think he's given another reason to move on. And I think I can love him in a way I've never known. He comes to visit at night when I'm alone.
He knows me, he only knows. I repeat: And I think... Waiting for your Arriving Mackintosh like a flash in the darkness, dogs begin barking while lovers do their part to keep the myth alive. Like a rabbit on a rune, he's a bandit with a gun, and I know it's time to fix it. Can't you hear what I'm saying? I want to die with my two boots in bed. Like a snake under the sun with a tongue
warning, his father Collins blessed the demon Jesus came to take him home. As a man without sin, he laughed at him again and lost his soul. Can't you hear what I'm saying? I want to die with my two boots in bed. Bridget: It's cold tonight, the smoke is rising from the fire I told you I'm going to wait for your arrival. You're my brother four times on a train that walks in the rain, in the
sad café. You're my brother. I know your fate was sealed with some pre-defense deal. I've seen you sabotage your attempt to reach the top. I've seen you in church, to know you're hurt. You're my sister, we're for each other. We may be freeDen, before and far away, I remember it was such a beautiful day, sneaking along the coast to Monterrey, the wind blowing warmly on our
face. I remember how happy we were on the rocks through the Great Surniti, we didn't miss eating when we were on the longing. Choir: These were the days to stay like the sweet scent after summer rain like the moonlight on my window, we can be free. I remember sleeping under the stars, with the guitar and what was draining of fire, a song in my heart. Choir: We can deal with
Free Again (2)Denes MackintoshLong, before and far,I remember it was such a beautiful day when the neighborhood kids were out playing baseball on the street and lemonade. We came to play, not to fight to prove our skills, not to drink in the afternoon. Choir: These were the days to stay like the sweet scent after summer rain like the moonlight on my window, we can be free
again. I remember sleeping under the stars spinning in the tent in my yard, with my guitar dog next to me standing guard. (his name is Buster) Choir: Wedding SongDenes McIntosh The years they brought to this gee tears have since been wiped out for laughsIt's hard for you I can see it's hard for you, but with the passage of winter comes spring. It's been a long time since you've
sung the song you two were born to sing, I know it was a long time ago, that I was a friend, and you're lovers of other hearts and guards over the souls of others. Choir: Now the sun will shine from the sky, which was once covered with clouds. And laughter will surround your new found, like a rainbow bending softly on the ground. The days ahead have been carved out by the long
uncertain days you shared, gone by the rain, these days are gone after the disappointments that love remains. You may not have seen your love, it will be the beginning of forever. You two are going to live your life and build dreams together. And John, you've earned her love, just like you learned to give up your lady's ity. You wouldn't know god would be the cornerstone of your
commitment. Inhaling life on the very plans you have called to bring enrichment and Sharon you were a warm and precious friend, lover and companion for your man. You couldn't have found a better reason to surround yourself with friends. Each of us has come to support you again in your love. And John... ... Sharon, isn't she old? Weeping for StevenDens Mackintosh took the
boat from the port of Doverto, off the coast of François Calley, was where I landed safely. But I knew I had to get there fast. Choir: I sat in the village square with my guitar and prayed and sang all the songs I ever wrote. Patrick and Philip listened for a moment after they started crying about Stephen.Friends, who were from beginning to end, they could not understand the lesson.
For singing about the years, the grief and the tears, they stood alone and wept for Stephen. They were in a car accident, they couldn't prevent it, only for four days he didn't move away from the time he tried with the two of them. But they are always quiet, right in front of their eyes, they saw their young life spent. Hor: They say I look and sound just like my boyfriend, that he's alive
because of me, and I'm going to be the one who's going to live for him. Later he showed me his picture from the newspaper, I was shocked to see that Sfin was the man I had never planned, but somehow I showed up. Choir: What difference does it make? Girls can't have me, boys can't stand me, it's not a show. People who try to trick me, throw me up, play me like a fool, think
I'm crazy, but what's all the fuss? There's no point in being cool. Because I have a son, and he has a brother, I have a wife, and she's a damn good love. And what difference does it make and what it matters, and if it matters, my brain is pounding, but my body is loved. I was in the shadows, my doors were locked, and my shadow was back. 33 years, 30,000 beers I had to buy in
Milwaukee. Choir: What lies beneath the surface (or Restless Sea)Denes Mackintosh sun holds a vessel in a shining heavenly life to all who live beneath it. We must rise before we die, ride the sacred wheel. A complex world has given birth to a greater mystery. Choir: That's what lies beneath the surface that we need to embrace. It's what lies beneath the surface, that we have to
stand up. That's what keeps the balance of life going. That's what keeps our lives in place. Hidden from the eyes of the uninformed. But see for those who want to see. It may be dark, but there's light in there. Like a beating heart in a restless sea. Choir: That's what lies beneath the surface that we need to embrace. It's what lies beneath the surface, that we have to stand up. That's
what keeps the balance of life going. That's what keeps our lives in place. Where's Peace? In Dennis Mackintosh who's crazy because they can't take him drunk, life is always more swearing than what you do. Horus: and you ask: Where is peace, the Prince of Peace, why can't he lighten our troubled minds? He came without shame to die for you and to give me the right to come
to Him on a folded knee. Sedatives, do not worry about what you have done, and say Everything was fun, another morning will come. Expensive wine, refined dream changes that can't be freezing pills without thrills painless way to discontinue it. Choir: Meditation, mesmerized by time, nothing is wrong, nothing is a plausible delight. The blame lies with giving a concept that
someone has given you, you decide to lose your mind when you think it can save you. Chorus: Alternative Choir: Where's the Peace, this sweet releaseIt was as elusive as the wind. We searched the earth and cursed the sky, we must learn to find it from within. Without HimDenes McIntoshAcception is the dream we live for more than anything, we will even fight for a place close
to the heart of a person we think we were born for and the songs we sing are pleas to hear. Horus: But there is a man born to receive us and a man who wants to help us with the one who is waiting to free us from our loneliness, and I believe He is close when we need Him.Sometimes loneliness is harder to describe the tears that flow at night, more than isolation, and more than
being a sador left without the love we had. This train was blown 650 miles away. She never took a turn that never came back. Don't stop at the border,if you're afraid it's going to crash 747, take a cab and bring a map. This train was driven by a man who knew the tuner had nothing in his pocket to lose. If you want to stop it, you better get bruised, because the train doesn't take
long to get on the passenger or crew. Choir: Willie, blow your harp and wish us well. Willie, we started when you called the station. Willie, blow your harp to let us know you're going to be with us no matter how far we go. Willie, blow your harp and make us laugh, you'il be our inspiration as we move down the track. Willie, blow yourself up and make us cry that you never said don't
go, my friend, we never said goodbye. This train is busy from first class to coach, we have cars pulling equipment that we have, the engine is inflatable smoke. If you want to get on boardco you want to catch a centenary to jump a car box when the train is moving. Choir: Wrapped in red pajamasDens Mackintosh, who crashed into the road, driving to a place I've never been to,
won't change direction to this fork on the way. I left my cup of coffee on the table by the window, grabbed my old guitar, put on my winter coat. My love, she still sleeps in our softest feather, wrapped in red pajamas, which I bought her yesterday. With a thousand reasons to love her, and 100 didn't say, I kissed her lips again and quietly slipped away. And I didn't want to be on the
road again, and I just wanted to sing my songs and win one day. But I couldn't stop looking at the next turn to another city with another café with the so-called no-go zone. The hours quickly turn into days, and the days disappear, every moment of mine is one that I will not return. I sing and play to eat and For a bed and a cheap beer, but one is made to live quite quickly from the
sunken in this. And I didn't want to be on the road again, and I just wanted to sing my songs and win one day. But I couldn't stop looking at the next turn to another city with another café with the so-called no-go zone. My love, she still sleeps in our softest feather, wrapped in red pajamas, which I bought her yesterday. I'd hesitate to go home with her again, but I'm too far from that
song, and many miles away. Written on WindDenes McIntosh (The Wave of Power From High)It stays with meI've grown from deneosh, I've never been like this. And it changes me deeply and permanently that he wants to be the water on my shore. And I feel like the change is right, I'm giving up the fight, which I'm not going to stand in the way again. My life moves on my love,
grows like a song for you, and is written in the wind. I will sing it with my soul, Sing it loud and clear like a trumpet in the night, so that you may hear only you. It comes from above like a friend returning, a ray of crimson light to break through the darkness again. She stays with me, I see that the road to where the fog picked up, we can find the way. You're in me, and in the life that
surrounds me, you're the air your love gives me. You are a place of restYate your best soft and warm glaze and I am truly blessed. You're the morning sun when my sleep's out My reason for getting up filled my void. Your Healing Breast, Mackintosh's wrath, there is anger in our heart, and it will not dissipate without the love you give without your healed grace. There's loneliness
in there, and it won't go away without the hope you've secured without your warm embrace. There is bitterness under the smile we often wear, but it is too difficult to breathe from down there. That's where it's from. Your new pantsDens Mackintosh (In the tone of Jesus is coming again)Chorus: I really don't care that I don't care, and my brother doesn't care if you buy your new
pants in Gapa, I'll serve you the coffee and the Danes today, I work here for the minimum, I'll flirt with you every day, but I don't take care of you if you shop at Gap.Hor: I'll do my job. I really don't care, and my brother just doesn't give anything away if you buy your new pants in Gap.We'il shoot the wind while I'm killing time or serving the next cap in line I'il give you a nod to your
morning routine, but I'il never get caught in my black Jeep. And I'il give you time of day. I'il give you a smile while you're trampling on me, but I don't care if you shop at Gap.Chorus:I I really don't care if I don't care, and my brother doesn't care if you buy your new pants in Gapa.I'm going to tolerate you chatting on your cell phone and secretly wanting to go to hell, and your
rudeness is no second to anyone I've ever seen buy you your own business degree. And my brother, I don't care if you buy the new pants from Gap, All Songs Denes Mackintosh, Adreil Publishing. All rights reserved. Reserved.
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